
METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the restate related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other important
Economic leashes, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part ! are also shown in part I! to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GWP and unemployment) The largest
section of part I! consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1955, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1968,
Except for section F in part I!, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter, An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive sntrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part L CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied .greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff, The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i t y to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

^v Economic
\Process

Cyclically
Timing A.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

,., .„_. — ,,_, .„__. ̂

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

— . ~ _- -

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

—. -_,«,. _,,,,,™ _,_.-.., .-
Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

it «.̂ -̂ . _ .

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

P-

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

~ ~ '

VI.
PRICES, CO,
AND PROFI
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor c<
and labor s
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

r

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

X^ Economic
\Process

CyclicalV
Timing X.

\

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDI^ATO^S
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
fU)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment

i adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
1 PRODUCTION

AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

•-—--—— - -
Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

-4

J

III.

CONSUMPTION,
TRADE, .
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

,j

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

i

' ~ ~" 1

- — , - - _ -~

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

" - —-•<•---•-— -- -

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

| J

_. ,. ~_

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

^ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

.

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

' "' •"'- '"
Money flow

(1 series)
Velocity of

money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding det
(3 series)

. ..

Bank reserves
(1 series)

~1
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
we l l - es tab l i shed d i f fe rences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see-the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans,
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as welt.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries, The represented
var iab les include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r esou rces ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
na t iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part 1,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government,

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major e x p e n d i t u r e componen ts o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

^_—— I j .„ J; i \—JI/^'M —•

' V ; _--*^ ( ' j ' i / - v f ; H i ' t 1 !

15-

5-

0
,---
+5i

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part I S , Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part I! to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1955, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-pane!
format which covers only the period since 1968.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series,
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest An index appears
at the back of issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive tntrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made,

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in.the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study,

Section A, Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

Xy Economic
\Process

Cyclically
Timing \^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
{62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
{23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
{3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
{3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

ill.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
{17 series)

Stock price;!
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

I

I
B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\y Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing X.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
CO)NCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
fU)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginat
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginat
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

IN.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

^
Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

J
™ ' 1

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

j
r " * " "

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit tabor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (•) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see.the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered,

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
inc luding the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peafcs and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December r69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change, are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion Indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r e s o u r c e s ; gove rnmen t rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A, National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to gnvernment.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
ma jo r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D, Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, arid
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter, An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B,)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

^v Economic
\Process

Cyclical \.
Timing N,

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
reaf income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

ML
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\. Economic
\Process

N.

Cyclical Nw
Timing X.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
'he components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
»ads were generally more frequent and longer at

peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
we l l - es tab l i shed d i f f e r e n c e s in timing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
4-3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see.the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, white rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; gove rnmen t rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEAt summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national p roduc t—persona l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expend i tu re components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 6. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons,
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

J?^^^ ^
V V _-—— lP*F"v ; \j' !* i, i, J !

5-

o-̂

*5i

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and keywords and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part i, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
genera! business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addit ion to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variabi l i ty, specif ic cyc ie turning
dates, cycl ical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue, it should be noted that
the series numbers used are for ident i f icat ion
purposes only and do not re f lec t precise
re la t ionsh ips or order . However , a l l ser ies
considered as cycl ical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MOD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Parti. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y t o bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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ion of Cyclical indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\ Economic i
Process ;

Cyclical '
Timing \ j

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS ;
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
' PRODUCTION
i AND
| INCOME
1 (10 series)

! Capacity
1 utilization
| (2 series)

j

i Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

! Industrial
I production
j (4 series)

] ' ' "
, III.
! CONSUMPTION.
i TRADE,
! ORDERS, AND
! DELIVERIES
i (13 series)

j New and
i unfilled orders
I and deliveries
i (6 series)
! Consumption
I (2 series)

•

i

; Consumption
i and trade

(4 series)

Trade
; (1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

r " — "~'~"

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

"1 ' ' ~ ~"
ji vi.
! PRICES, COSTS,
[ AND PROFITS
j (17 series)
i

i Stock prices
j (1 series)
I Commodity
i prices
j (1 series)
i Profits and
1 profit
i margins
! (7 series)
i Cash flows
; (2 series)

i

! Unit labor costs
! and labor share
| (4 series)

! Commodity
; prices
\ (1 series)
! Profit share
i (1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
Process

__
Cyclical
Timing

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT

i AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION

I AND
INCOME

\ (10 series)

i Industrial
production
(1 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,:

; TRADE,
> ORDERS, AND

DELIVERIES
I (13 series)

j New and unfilled j
\ orders and |
i deliveries !
i (5 series) |
; Consumption
i and trade I
i (4 series) i

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1 Inventory
1 investment
i (4 series)

i

VI. VII.
PRICES, COSTS, i MONEY
AND PROFITS AND CREDIT
(17 series) i (26 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

Marginal I Comprehensive
employment output and
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U) !
(1 series) I

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries

i (5 series)
; Consumption
i and trade
i (4 series)

;

. _ _

e i Consumption
1 and trade
i (3 series)

;

! Unfilled orders
j (1 series)

j.. ,.__. _._

Formation of 1 Inventory
business l investment
enterprises (4 series)
(2 series)

Business
investment ;
commitments
(4 series) \

Residential
construction j
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments i
(1 series) j

|

]
I

Business j Inventories on
investment i hand and on
commitments order
(2 series) j (5 series)

Business
investment !
expenditures i
(6 series) ii

1

;

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

,

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply i
(2 series)

Credit flows *.
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

;

^ „ ..... .... •

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t im ing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
inc luding the 22 ind ica to rs used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cycl ical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business execut ives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic act iv i ty: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II, OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r e s o u r c e s ; gove rnmen t rece ip t s ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consump t i on
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
there fo re deducted. More detai l on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
m a j o r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change
'- - i - — - -4™ —

ĵ ^-.:-.~.™~ĵ *^
i^iH^', «r, r^}^r «^^^^/t^^^'^^:\ ..L?J.i

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" - fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series ist the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show .its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

X, Economic
\Process

Cyclical X.
Timing X.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

.,._. , _._.,=====_=,==_

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING {Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

_ =_-„.. -,,,-__, _ : __,__

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY.
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

, ' '
Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

.Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

, Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

... . ........ . ,. ,

i

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII. !
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

j

Money flows
(3 series) :

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series) -

Credit
difficulties
(2 series) \

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series) >

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series) '

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs
\
\^ Economic

XJProcess

Cyclical rv
Timing X^

x^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

i.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

1

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

,___ _________

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

_.,_ ________

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

fU)
(1 series) j

J i

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

,

III.
! CONSUMPTION,
1 TRADE,

ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

;

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

.. . . . . . .

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

\

IV. V.
FIXED INVE
CAPITAL AND
INVESTMENT INVE
(18 series) INVE,

(9 seri

ii

~|]
VI.

MTORIES PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS

MTORY (17 series)
5TMENT
es)

. _J
Formation of Inventory Stock prices

business investment (1 series)
enterprises (4 series) Cbmmodfty
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments '
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

- - . - . - . ;<f • . . . .

prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins

' (6 series)
i Cash ftows

(2 series)
ii

Profits
I' (2 series)

.
;i

'!

- , :i ,

Business Inventories on Unit labor costs
investment hanc and on and labor share
commitments order (4 series)
(2 series) (5 se

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

: j

j;

;i

I. .... ......

ries)

\ ;

•

j

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series) !

_ _.. ..__.!
Money flows

(2 series)
Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in timing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see.the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U,S, economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries, The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r e s o u r c e s ; g o v e r n m e n t rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of'final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources, it is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (AS) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detai l on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process, Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity/'

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning iin 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

i 1;
Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment) The
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made,

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classifieation of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\
X Economic

\Process
x

Cyclical X
Timing X

LEADING (LJ
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

! (U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(IS series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

i

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

1

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series) ;

Interest rates
(1 series)

i
Velocity of

money i
(2 series) ;!

Interest rates i
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

x. Economic
XProcess

CyclicalV
Timing Xv

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments

it.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

III.
I CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

IV. V.
FIXED INVENTOR
CAPITAL AND
INVESTMENT INVENTOR
(18 series) INVESTMEr

(9 series)

Industrial New and unfilled Formation of Inventory
production ! orders and business investment
(1 series) deliveries enterprises (4 series)

(3 series) i
i j

(5 series) (2 series)
Consumption Business

and trade investment
(4 series) commitments

i 1 " (4 series)
Residential
construction

\
Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

(3 series)

Comprehensive Consumption Business
output and and trade
real income j (3 series)
(4 series) |

Industrial |
production
(3 series) !

investment
commitments
(1 series)

Capacity
utilization i ;
(2 series)

J! ' "• i

VI. VII.
ES PRICES, COSTS, MONEY

AND PROFITS ! AND CREDIT
Y (17 series) (26 series)
^JT

i i :
Stock prices Money flows

(1 series) (2 series)
Commodity Real money

prices supply
(2 series) (2 series)

Profits and Credit flows
profit marqlns (4 series)
(6 series) Credit

Cashflows difficulties
(2 series) (2 series)

Profits Money flow
(2 series) (1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

ii !

1

Marginal ^ Unfilled orders Business Inventories on i Unit labor costs Velocity of
1 employment (1 series) investment hand and o

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

""~

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

adjustments commitments order
(1 series) ii (2 series) (5 series)

Job vacancies i ! Business
(2 series) i: ij 1 investment

Comprehensive [• expenditures
employment i !
(1 series) S

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

(6 series)

;

i j i
• • " • • - - •™-"y- - — -

1

(U)
(1 series)

I "" "" " ]

n ! and labor .share money
(4 series) (1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

'
Bank reserves

(1 series)
iil|

i
II
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, seethe 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B, Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70), Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and ior four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
there fore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expend i t u re componen ts o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates, Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Data

S j " _ i

Diffusion Indexes
If"!

IE i..

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line
pated data.

indicates antici-

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part 11 to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The
section of part It consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

Economic
Process
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AND
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PRODUCTION
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INCOME
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output and
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Industrial
production
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TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (•) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, seethe 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg," It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B, Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes, series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and jor four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
iEHSURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity,
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries, The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; g o v e r n m e n t rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consump t i on
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).-~The
major expend i t u re componen ts o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 8, Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process, Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with whiciti we have important trade
relationships. The U,S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1 -quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not ref lect precise
relat ionships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

T i m i ̂

V Economic
\Process

N.

Cyclical \^
Timing \.

v^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

-
Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

.

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

""" " ~ "

Trade
(1 series)

IV. V.
FIXED INVENTORIES
CAPITAL AND
INVESTMENT i INVENTORY
(18 series) i INVESTMENT

! (9 series)

Formation of j Inventory
business investment
enterprises ! (4 series)
(2 series) i Inventories on

Business f hand and on
investment i order
commitments ] (i series)
(5 series) .

Residential j
construction 1
(3 series) i

!
:

!

Backlog of i
investment i
commitments ;
(1 series) i

Business
investment i
expenditures
(5 series)

Business i Inventories on
investment i hand and on
expenditures order
(1 series) ; (4 series)

i
Business

investment :
commitments
(1 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

"

,... . _ ._ . _ 1

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
.prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

I Economic I.
5 .Process \ EMPLOYMENT
; \ ! AND
' ,„.. . i UNEMPLOY-
T^rSi'no1 MENT

j Timing v (1g series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments

i LEADING (L) (3 series)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

Marginal
employment

! ROUGHLY i /o series)
COINCIDENT(C) j comprehensive
INDICATORS employment
(23 series) (4 series)

Marginal
: i employment

adjustments
(1 series)

' Job vacancies
: LAGGING (Lg) ! (2 series)

INDICATORS 1 Comprehensive
fAf\ corioct ' employmentVH-U senebj j ,-^ series)

i Comprehensive
! and duration

: ! of
i ; unemployment

1 (5 series)
! i

i :
(TIMING !
| UNCLASSIFIED j

1 (1 series) j

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V. VI. i VII.
INVENTORIES PRICES, COSTS, MONEY
AND AND PROFITS AND CREDIT
INVENTORY (17 series) (26 series)
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory Stock prices 1 Money flows
investment (1 series) 1 (2 series)
(4 series) Commodity i Real money

prices supply :
(2 series) (2 series)

Prof its and Credit flows
profit margins : (4 series)

! (6 series) \ Credit !
1 Cash flows ! difficulties

(2 series) (2 series)

Profits Money flow
i (2 series) ; (1 series)

Velocity of
money

| (1 series)

Inventories on ; Unit labor costs Velocity of
hand and on and labor share money
order (4 series) (1 series)
(5 series) : Bank reserves

; (1 series)
1 Interest rates
i (8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

i

|.h

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.}

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,l_g." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and jor four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and'
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r esou rces ; gove rnmen t rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
na t iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consump t i on
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
there fore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
ma jo r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as ''intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.Digitized for FRASER 
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (''IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-,
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

!N f ) iCATi .? ;>

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historicai experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y t o bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

Economic
Process

Cyclical
Timing

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U) -(8 series)

1
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII
MONEY
AND CREDM
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
Process

Cyclical
Timing

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

1 1 1
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s i n t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.}

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
inc lud ing the 22 ind ica to rs used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cycl ical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business execut ives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic act ivi ty: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les inc lude incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
l abor r e s o u r c e s ; g o v e r n m e n t r e c e i p t s ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
n a t i o n a l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l c o n s u m p t i o n
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
the re fo re deduc ted . More detai l on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
ma jo r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy a ro compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.

4
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" - fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators, (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part S are also shown in part i! to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables, lost charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
genera! business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Movirsg Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report,

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

>* Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing X,

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 scries)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
{6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

..... — ̂  j ,,,

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

,.
Business

investment
expenditures
(1 series)

t
Business

investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

;

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
{2 series)

. ... — . .

Unit labor costs
and labor share
14 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

,-... - - _ _ - - , ,_

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Xw Economic
\Process

CycllcalX
Timing X^^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
fU)
(1 series)

",: ~~
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
{1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

; Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

' f
VII. 1
MONEY i
ANDCREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 ind icators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators,

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and jor four indicators of aggregate
economic activity; GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r esou rces ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries,

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
na t iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to gnvernment.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8),—The
ma jo r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP v implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C, Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E, U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F, International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production, series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

u5^^^WE -—i^ yt r < ' j T; V : " ; | 1 y f i J T i

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans,

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part IS, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four which are included in
part \ are also shown in part SI to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part S, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, aSS series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study,

Section A. Composite indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to business e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\. Economic
\Process

Cyclical Nv
Timing \^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal !
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

L

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prtcas
(I series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

x. Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing \.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

™"1
Unfilled orders

(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

\
Business

Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICE;
ANDP
(17 seri

Stock p
(1 seri

Commc
prices
(2 seri

Profits
profit
(6 seri

Cash f|(
(2 seri

Profits
(2 seri

Unit lat
and l<)
(4 seri

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on'the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November '70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C, Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and jor four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S, international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a I consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources, it is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (AS) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expend i tu re components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc,) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures,

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. international Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F, International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1 -quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data,

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part !, Cycl ical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activi ty. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few except ions: Four series which are included in
part i are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
sect ion of part II consists of quarter ly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sect ions relate to prices, labor force, government
and de fense - re la ted act iv i t ies, and internat ional
transact ions and comparisons.

The two parts are fur ther d iv ided into sect ions
' (^ nble of con ten t s ) and each of these SPtt ions
^ < i t ' v nhnl b r ie f l y in Ihis i n t r o d u c t i o n Datj arp
bii ,'/; b ith TI Kirf^ and . ' t tables Most < har ts

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y t o b u s i n e s s e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

r\
X Economic

X ProcessX

X

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1 _
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

. __
Comprehensive

output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

. . _
Consumption

and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

|
vii. !
MONEY 1
AND CREDIT |
(26 series) i

j

Money flows !
(3 series) !

Real money I
supply ;
(2 series) •

Credit flows I
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

„_ , .__ _.,„._. ...;

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
Process

Cyclical
Timing

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg) ;
INDICATORS
(40 series) j

j _
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

; Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries

i (5 series)
Consumption

and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

i Unfilled orders
(1 series)

'

|

i

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and !

profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

1 1

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED,
ru) j
(1 series) i

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t im ing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.}

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are f ive indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section 6. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
inc lud ing the 22 ind ica to rs used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cycl ical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business execut ives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and lor four indicators of aggregate
economic act iv i ty: GNP in constant dol lars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les inc lude incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
l abo r r e s o u r c e s ; g o v e r n m e n t r e c e i p t s ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
n a t i o n a l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l c o n s u m p t i o n
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services— are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
the re fo re deduc ted . More deta i l on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
m a j o r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f G N P
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the f ixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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OF PRESENTATION

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
TjIftBtersigflals" over -time Wian do any fl
individual indicators. Furthermore, much
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'Oss-CIassification of Cyclical Indicator;,

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

Economic
Process

Cyclical -\
Timing

f
\ \
'EMPLOYMENT
AND

, UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ad
(6

justments
series)

| i i : !
II. III.
PRODUCTION i CONSUMPTION,
AND [TRADE.
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive j

ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

unemployment j
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Duration of
LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

un
(2

employment
series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES

! AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT

> (9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
Process

Cyclical
Timing

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
IA-J cf^r\(3,c\l*f / series j

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

1 1 1
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
ANDCREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 ind icators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and lor four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les inc lude incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
l abo r r e s o u r c e s ; g o v e r n m e n t r e c e i p t s ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
na t iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l c o n s u m p t i o n
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
the re fo re deducted. More detai l on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
ma jo r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and tyoductivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are aiso shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part I!, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, ail series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of theDigitized for FRASER 
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\ Economic
\ Process

\ .
Cyclical \
Timing \ .

\

LEADING (L.)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

'"~ "'

ROUGHLY
COINCI DENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

• • • • • • • • - • • —

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Marginal | Capacity
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series) |

Comprehensive :
unemployment i
(3 series) !

Comprehensive Comprehensive
employment output and
(1 series) real income

(4 series)
Industrial

production
| (4 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

._

IV.FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 n t* A ^o c t" if 9 ̂  A c1 rite re5i rales
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
Process

Cyclicaf
Timing

I.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

LEADING (L)
I INDICATORS
\ (47 series)

; Marginal
i employment
| adjustments

(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND

i INCOME
| (10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

_4
I ROUGHLY
! COINCI DENT(C)
! INDICATORS
i (23 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

_ L

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

II I . IV.
CONSUMPTION, FIXED
TRADE, CAPITAL
ORDERS, AND INVESTMENT
DELIVERIES '• (18 series)
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive

U nUnfilled orders
(1 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND

I INVENTORY
! INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

Inventories on
, hand and on

order
(5 series)

t

! vi. V I I .
! PRICES, COSTS, : MONEY
| AND PROFITS ! AND CREDIT
! (17 series) j (26 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply

• (2 series)
Credit flows

(4 series)
Credit

difficulties
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and jor four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and tyoductivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

'[§:'-•'. ;•>•

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts: other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general1 business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, al! series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Tinning at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
IN DICATOR5
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(2 3 series)

!

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ . Economic
\Process

C y c l i c a l ^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS

y* / senes)

DHI IPHI V
K \J \J \j» M L. Y
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
OT
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and ior four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expendi ture components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

I O C - i

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform weii enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

i

LAGGING (Lg)
| INDICATORS

(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

M i .
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

_ _ . _ _ .

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

V I I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows !
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 rttoyoct rstoc
(1 series) j

Velocity of j
money \
(2 series) j

Interest rates !
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

_ . .„.._ „ .,..„

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ Economic
.Process

Cyclical X
Timing \.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration

unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

II I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

._ M

IV.FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

V I I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

j
Money flows(2 series)
Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of \
money
(1 series) |

Bank reserves i
(1 series) i

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series) j

j

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and ior four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and tyoductivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Suctv
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of theDigitized for FRASER 
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\ . Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
IN DICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

V l l .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs
\

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing \ ^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS

(*+ / series j

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

._ _
V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

V l l .
MONEY !
ANDCREDIT ;
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money i
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.Digitized for FRASER 
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

" ! : •

Rates of Change

;r

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-T is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X - l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this pub-
lication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. The turning dates for
the 1973-1975 period are detailed in NBER's 1976
Annual Report.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

J_
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Com pre hen si ve
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Com pre hen si ve
output and
real income
(4 series)

1 ndustrial
production
(4 series)

ill.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
<5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
{I series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
<1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
{2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
{2 series)

I nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

cyclical x.
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

C o m pre hen si ve
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
OT
unemployment(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output ami
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 sertes)

Business
investment
commitments
(X series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash f IOWSJ
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
ANDCREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(I series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(I series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
can be determined by inspection of the charts
where the 1973-75 recession is shaded according
to the dates of the NBER reference cycle
chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.Digitized for FRASER 
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

~f?—hrrt—fffeyifi :

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\ v Economic
XProcess

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

M l .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
{6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1nventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
^Process

CyclicalV
Timing N^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flowsl
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(I series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.Digitized for FRASER 
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data
(Nov.) (Mar . )

P T

9 .

Diffusion Indexes
!00«|

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEAfllNG f H
IN DICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(X series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utiiization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
reaf income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

il l .
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfitted orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Reai money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

t nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series)

I nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
{1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

CyclicalN.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

industrial
production
(1 series)

C om prehensi ve
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfitted
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfitted orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1nventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flowsi
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor sft&te
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(X series)

Velocity of
money
(I series)

velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(I series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

Nv Economic
\Process

N.
>.

Cyclical \
Timing N<

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

M l .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICESfCOSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
Nv Process

Cyclical\
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(A-J rpfiprl
\^r / 361 I6^J

DOI IOHI V
KUUbnLT
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
OT

unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITALINVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flowsl
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity ofmoney
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and. personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 6. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\v Economic
XProcess

Cyclical X
Timing \>

LEADING (L^
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

i l l .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical\.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES.COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flowsl
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

>̂
Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 s^ms}

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

1 industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series}

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
( I series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
{1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(I series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
U series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money fiows
(3 series)

Reai money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

I nterest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

Cycl ical \
Timing N.

LEADING (LJ
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Com pre hen sive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(I series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Com prehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled ot€iBn
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1nventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series}

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows/
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money fiow
(X series)

Velocity of
money
(X series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(I series)

interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (6NP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated an
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEAniNf i fLl
IN DICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(2 3 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

i l l .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

VeJocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
" (4 series)
Outstanding

debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
NProcess

Cyclical >.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal *
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
r»fOT

unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows!
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

V I I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

100-1

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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MEJTHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series whi^h have been found to conform well to
broad flucfuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual Indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: i Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates1 of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which [do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I arei also shown in part II to complete the
systematic} presentation of certain sets of data,
such as re(al GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of'part II consists of quarterly series from
the natiorjal income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The tw6 parts are further divided into sections
(see tablej of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown bcjth in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes a'nd their components (part l t section A)
begin witp 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1969.
Except f<Jir section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general bjusiness activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the variobs time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, e|ch issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendices present seasonal adjustment factors,
measure! of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, Cyclical comparison charts, and other
informatfon of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the serifes numbers used are for identification
purpose? only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments
i

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are oftqn necessary to bring out the underlying
trends c|f time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effjects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weatherj conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holida
with variable dates, such as Easter. An addition
adjustment is sometimes necessary for seri
which contain considerable variation due to tl
number of working or trading days in each mont
As used in this report, the term "season
adjustment" includes trading-day and holid;
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, the
are the official figures released by the sour
agencies. However, for the special purposes of thl s
report, a number of series not ordinarily publishnd
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are or en
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months lor
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the app o-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which Ihe
average change in the cyclical factor is greater ttan
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erra :ic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series witn an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate heir
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
IMBER, aggregate economic activity reachec its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of geieral
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered or the
charts until after both the new reference peal and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are su
to periodic review by NBER and on occasio
changed as a result of revisions in impcrtant
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are :hose
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 d ces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

iject
are

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, "conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A, Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i ty to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD,) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\^ Economic
\Process

Cyclical^
Timing N

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINC1DENTKC)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

It.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditure:;
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
<!• series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N^ Economic
X^rocess

CycllcaTV
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Ml.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V».
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows.
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VIL
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows.
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a (whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The maim composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclijcal timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points ar about the same time as the general
economy, bnd an index of lagging indicators, which
includes sleries that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turn's.

The leaUing index contains series with long as
well as stlort leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chanc<^, given the historical distribution of
cyclical tiding. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e rences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags (+) as well as exact
coincidentes (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at trloughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus dencjtes lags in months.)

i
For purposes of constructing a composite index,

each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month ! percent changes in a given series are
divided b^ the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series art! prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trenp (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of |its four components. This trend, which is
similar to] that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed a^ a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximaUly equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a mbre detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,)

In addjtion to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have beejn grouped by economic process. Taken
together,,, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators,
series known to have a useful pattern of ea
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts

combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C
tendency to roughly coincide with the busin
cycle turns (as represented by the NB
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tende
to lag. Since these series have been selected for
consistency of their timing at both peaks
troughs, all components of the leading index
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincic
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagg
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered
these classifications are based on limited evider
namely the. performance of the indicators du
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, wh
included five peaks and five troughs. While
timing classifications are expected to agree v
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they
not necessarily hold invariably in every instar
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period
be determined by inspection of the charts, where
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession
shaded according to the dates of the NBER refere
cycle chronology.

a August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
ly classification B, on their behavior at five business
of cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,

February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

the composite indexes show the length, in mont is,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series inclu ed
in the principal composite indexes. These are Ihe
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the ghen
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Pro ess

This section covers 111 individual time.se
including the 22 indicators used in
construction of the composite indexes. The
and trough timing classifications are shown on
charts in the same manner as described above
this section includes series with different timin|g at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be class
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabil
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such se
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timin
turning points of the given type. Eight series
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, an
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No si
that is classified as U both at peaks and at tro
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is
tabulations on page

summarized in the
2. Cross-classification

based on the observed behavior of the series at
business cycle peaks (November '48, July

ss Many series in this report are aggregates
R- compiled from numerous components. How the
cy individual components of an aggregate move over a
he given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
nd which indicates the percentage of components that
re are rising (with half of the unchanged components
nt considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
ng diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
at corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes

ce, are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
ng measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
ch spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans,
he Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
th ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes

are shown for the component series included in
ce. each of the three composite indexes and for the
an components of some of the aggregate series shown
he in section B.
re Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
ce actual data but also from surveys of anticipations

or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes

ies, based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
the series.
eak This section also records rates of change for the
the three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
but lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate

economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
the (quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
ied in nonagricultural establishments, and personal

stic income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
ies change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
at 1-quarter spans.

are Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
19 rates of change for the same aggregates are

but generally positively correlated, these two measures
ries present information about two related but distinct
ghs aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes

measure the prevailing direction or scope of
the change, while rates of change measure the degree

as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
two diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates

is of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
ive indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
53, at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U,S, economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving, It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays, It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (AS).-The
major expend i t u re components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based fargely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed*
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1969,

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons,
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process, Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity/'

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income,

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series, Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1969) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1969) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end elf expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) ,35 designated by NBER.

Solid) line indicates monthly
data.I (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

!

Brokfen line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Basic Data

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Para lei lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able,, extreme value, etc.).

I

Solill line indicates monthly
date) over 6- or 9-month
spares.

Broken line indicates monthly
• ' • " • over 1-month spans.

Diffusion Indexes

<en line with plotting
poirfts indicates quarterly
date) over 1-quarter spans.

I
Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

I
Diffusion indexes and rates
of khange are centered within
the spans they cover.

Soljid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spaps.

I
Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-!or 4-quarter spans.

H0W TO LOCATE A SERIES

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used »to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. ''Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, ''scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

l . jSee ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at 2. See TIT
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically the repo
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the series
series titles, or-

_ES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
't where series are listed numerically according to

numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GIMP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-j
priate span over which to observe cyclical!
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.j
It is the smallest span of months for which the)
average change in the cyclical factor is greater thar
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about th
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus,
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of
will show its cyclical movements about as clearli
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with afi
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates usjed
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according (to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached (its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates
the shading for recessions will be entered on
charts until after both the new reference peak
the new reference trough bounding the shaded ;
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBERihas
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances;

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical N
Timing V

LEADING !Ll
INDICATORS
1 IN U | K*r^ 1 \J r\<rf

(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDEMT(C)
INDICATOFIS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investmeni
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROF-ITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flow*
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing N̂ ^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitmenis
(4 series)

Residentiai
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI .
PRICES.COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series;

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margin*
(6 series)

Cash flows;
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
ANDCREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well -establ ished di f ferences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first ofi
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the busines:
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks anc
troughs, all components of the leading index an
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincides
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence!
namely the performance of the indicators during
the businass cycles of the 1948-70 period, whic
included five peaks and five troughs. While th
timing classifications are expected to agree wit
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instand.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period cap
be determined by inspection of the charts, where thfe
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession arje
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The pê ik
and trough timing classifications are shown on tljie
charts in the same manner as described above, bjut
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such seres
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing
turning points of the given type. Eight series
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and

at
re
19

series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite tjut
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No ser es
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process dnd
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A| is
based on the observed behavior of the series at jive
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 7 0 ) . Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

Ttiis section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for * >w
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional p roduc t—persona l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and propely supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It s the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial sen/ices received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former incljde all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods; and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expendi ture components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross bus ness prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the ti:ne at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we tove important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting * E 5 i J
points indicates quarterly y ^
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

tnrtt^ ? ^ ^

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. (" IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION 

This report is organized into two major parts. 
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time 
series which have been found to conform well to 
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of 
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are 
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical 
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes, 
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important 
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which 
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters 
but which do not conform well enough to business 
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a 
few exceptions: Four series which are included in 
part I are also shown in part II to complete the 
systematic presentation of certain sets of data, 
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest 
section of part II consists of quarterly series from 
the national income and product accounts; other 
sections relate to prices, labor force, government 
and defense-related activities, and international 
transactions and comparisons. 

The two parts are further divided into sections 
(see table of contents), and each of these sections 
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are 
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts 
begin with 1956, but those for the composite 
indexes and their components (part I, section A) 
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel 
format which covers only the period since 1971. 
Except for section F in part II, charts contain 
shading which indicates periods of recession in 
general business activity. The tables contain data 
for only the last few years. The historical data for 
the various time series are contained in the 1977 
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators. 

In addition to the charts and tables described 
above, each issue contains a summary table which 
shows the current behavior of many of the series. 
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors, 
measures of variability, specific cycle turning 
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other 
information of analytical interest. An index appears 
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that 
the series numbers used are for identification 
purposes only and do not ref lect precise 
relationships or order. However, all series 
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in 
the range 1 to 199. 

Seasonal Adjustments 

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations 
are often necessary to bring out the underlying 
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for 
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations 
resulting primarily from normal differences in 
weather conditions and from various institutional 
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays 
are usually accounted for by the seasonal 
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday 

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays 
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional 
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series 
which contain considerable variation due to the 
number of working or trading days in each month. 
As used in this report, the term "seasonal 
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday 
adjustments where they have been made. 

Most of the series in this report are presented in 
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these 
are the official figures released by the source 
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this 
report, a number of series not ordinarily published 
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a 
seasonally adjusted basis. 

MCD Moving Averages 

Month-to-month changes in a series are often 
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for 
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical 
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.) 
It is the smallest span of months for which the 
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than 
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a 
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1 
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic. 
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of 
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the 
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a 
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5 
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly 
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an 
MCD of 1. 

The charts in this report generally include 
centered MCD moving averages for those series 
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally 
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their 
variation about the moving averages and to provide 
observations for the most recent months. 

Reference Turning Dates 

The historical business cycle turning dates used 
in this report are those designated by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They 
mark the approximate dates when, according to 
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its 
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general 
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor 
the shading for recessions will be entered on the 
charts until after both the new reference peak and 
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area 
have been designated. 

The historical reference turning dates are subject 
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are 
changed as a result of revisions in important 
economic time series. The dates shown in this 
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those 
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has 
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession. 

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS 

Business cycles have been defined as sequences 
of expansion and contraction in various economic 
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment, 
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive, 
business cycles of historical experience have been 
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in 
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in 
economic systems, conditions, policies, and 
outside disturbances. 

One of the techniques developed in business 
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is 
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach 
identifies certain economic time series as tending 
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad 
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such 
indicators have been selected and analyzed by 
NBER in a series of studies published between 
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new 
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was 
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research 
staff. The present format and content of part I of 
BCD are based on the results of that study. 

Section A. Composite Indexes and 
Their Components 

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic 
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of 
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs, 
c o n f o r m i t y to b u s i n e s s e x p a n s i o n s a n d 
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability 
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme 
was developed and used to assess each series by all 
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and 
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting 
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series 
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced 
a new list of indicators classified by economic 
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks 
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below 
relating to section B.) 

This information, particularly the scores relating 
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the 
selection of series to be included in the composite 
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring 
series from many different economic-process 
groups and combine those with similar t iming 
behavior, using their overall performance scores as 
weights. Because they use series of historically 
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics 
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs), 
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum 
of duplication, composite indexes give more 
reliable signals over t ime than do any of the 
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the 
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing 
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks 

Economic 
\ P r o c e s s 

Cycl ical N. 
T im ing \ 

1. 
E M P L O Y M E N T 
A N D 
U N E M P L O Y -
M E N T 
(18 series) 

I I . 
P R O D U C T I O N 
A N D 
I N C O M E 
(10 series) 

I I I . 
C O N S U M P T I O N . 
T R A D E , 
O R D E R S , A N D 
D E L I V E R I E S 
(13 series) 

I V . 
F I X E D 
C A P I T A L 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(18 series) 

V . 
I N V E N T O R I E S 
A N D 
I N V E N T O R Y 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(9 series) 

V I . 
PRICES,COSTS, 
A N D PROFITS 
(17 series) 

V I I . 
M O N E Y 
A N D C R E D I T 
(26 series) 

L E A D I N G (L) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(62 series) 

Marginal 
emp loymen t 
adjustments 
(6 series) 

Job vacancies 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
emp loymen t 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
unemp loymen t 
(3 series) 

Capacity 
u t i l i za t ion 
(2 series) 

New and 
unf i l led orders 
and deliveries 
(6 series) 

Consumpt ion 
(2 series) 

Fo rma t i on of 
business 
enterprises 
(2 series) 

Business 
investment 
commi tmen ts 
(5 series) 

Residential 
const ruc t ion 
(3 series) 

Inventory 
investment 
(4 series) 

Inventor ies on 
hand and on 
order 
(1 series) 

Stock prices 
(1 series) 

C o m m o d i t y 
prices 
(1 series) 

Prof i ts and 
p ro f i t 
margins 
(7 series) 

Cash f l ows 
(2 series) 

Money f l ows 
(3 series) 

Real money 
supply 
(2 series) 

Credit f lows 
(4 series) 

Credit 
d i f f i cu l t ies 
(2 series) 

Bank reserves 
(2 series) 

1 nterest rates 
(1 series) 

R O U G H L Y 
COINCI DENT(C) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(23 series) 

Comprehensive 
emp loymen t 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
ou tpu t and 
real income 
(4 series) 

Industr ia l 
p roduc t ion 
(4 series) 

Consumpt ion 
and trade 
(4 series) 

Backlog o f 
investment 
commi tmen ts 
(1 series) 

Business 
investment 
expendi tures 
(5 series) 

Ve loc i t y o f 
money 
(2 series) 

Interest rates 
(2 series) 

L A G G I N G (Lg) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(18 series) 

Dura t ion of 
unemp loymen t 
(2 series) 

Business 
investment 
expendi tures 
(1 series) 

Inventor ies on 
hand and on 
order 
(4 series) 

Un i t labor costs 
and labor share 
(4 series) 

Interest rates 
(4 series) 

Outstanding 
debt 
(3 series) 

T I M I N G 
U N C L A S S I F I E D 
(U) 
(8 series) 

Comprehensive 
emp loymen t 
(3 series) 

Trade 
(1 series) 

Business 
Investment 
commi tmen ts 
(1 series) 

C o m m o d i t y 
prices 
(1 series) 

Pro f i t share 
(1 series) 

Interest rates 
(1 series) 

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs 

N. Economic 
\ P r o c e s s 

Cycl ical \ 
T im ing N. 

1. 
E M P L O Y M E N T 
A N D 
U N E M P L O Y -
M E N T 
(18 series) 

I I . 
P R O D U C T I O N 
A N D 
I N C O M E 
(10 series) 

I I I . 
C O N S U M P T I O N , 
T R A D E , 
O R D E R S , A N D 
D E L I V E R I E S 
(13 series) 

I V . 
F I X E D 
C A P I T A L 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(18 series) 

V . 
I N V E N T O R I E S 
A N D 
I N V E N T O R Y 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(9 series) 

V I . 
PRICES, COSTS, 
A N D PROFITS 
(17 series) 

V I I . 
M O N E Y 
A N D C R E D I T 
(26 series) 

L E A D I N G (L) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(47 series) 

Marginal 
e m p l o y m e n t 
adjustments 
(3 series) 

Industr ia l 
p roduc t ion 
(1 series) 

New and unf i l led 
orders and 
deliveries 
(5 series) 

Consumpt ion 
and trade 
(4 series) 

Fo rma t i on of 
business 
enterprises 
(2 series) 

Business 
investment 
commi tmen ts 
(4 series) 

Residential 
const ruct ion 
(3 series) 

Inven to ry 
investment 
(4 series) 

S tock prices 
(1 series) 

C o m m o d i t y 
prices 
(2 series) 

Prof i ts and 
pro f i t margins 
(6 series) 

Cash f lows! 
(2 series) 

Money f l ows 
(2 series) 

Real money 
supply 
(2 series) 

Credit f l ows 
(4 series) 

Credit 
d i f f i cu l t ies 
(2 series) 

R O U G H L Y 
COINCI DENT(C) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(23 series) 

Marginal 
e m p l o y m e n t 
adjustments 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
e m p l o y m e n t 
(4 series) 

Comprehensive 
o u t p u t and 
real income 
(4 series) 

Industr ia l 
p roduc t i on 
(3 series) 

Capaci ty 
u t i l i za t ion 
(2 series) 

Consumpt ion 
and trade 
(3 series) 

Business 
investment 
commi tmen ts 
(1 series) 

Prof i ts 
(2 series) 

Money f l o w 
(1 series) 

Ve loc i t y of 
money 
(1 series) 

L A G G I N G (Lg) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(40 series) 

Marginal 
e m p l o y m e n t 
adjustments 
(1 series) 

Job vacancies 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
e m p l o y m e n t 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
and dura t ion 
o f 
unemp loymen t 
(5 series) 

Unf i l led orders 
(1 series) 

Business 
investment 
commi tmen ts 
(2 series) 

Business 
investment 
expendi tures 
(6 series) 

Inventor ies on 
hand and on 
order 
(5 series) 

Un i t labor costs 
and labor share 
(4 series) 

Ve loc i ty o f 
money 
(1 series) 

Bank reserves 
(1 series) 

Interest rates 
(8 series) 

Outstanding debt 
(3 series) 

T I M I N G 
U N C L A S S I F I E D 
(U) 
(1 series) 

Bank reserves 
(1 series) 
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independent measurement error and other "noise" 
in the included series are smoothed out in the 
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly 
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively 
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy. 

The main composite indexes are distinguished by 
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of 
leading indicators, series which historically reached 
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the 
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an 
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting 
of series which historically reached their turning 
points at about the same time as the general 
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which 
includes series that typically reached their peaks 
and troughs later than the corresponding business 
cycle turns. 

The leading index contains series with long as 
well as short leads, but each series leads on the 
average over t ime and shows a frequency of leads 
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable 
to chance, given the historical distribution of 
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to 
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948, 
leads were generally more frequent and longer at 
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags 
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs 
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and 
classifying the indicators takes into account these 
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t i m i n g . 
Consequently, rough coincidences include short 
leads ( - ) and lags ( + ) as well as exact 
coincidences (0 ) . (For monthly series, the range is 
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through 
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and 
plus denotes lags in months.) 

For purposes of constructing a composite index, 
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are 
divided by the long-run average (without regard to 
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile 
series are prevented from dominating the index. 
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the 
trends of its four components. This trend, which is 
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be 
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular 
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate 
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both 
their trends and their average month-to-month 
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index. 
(For a more detailed description of the method of 
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977 
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.) 

In addition to these principal composite indexes, 
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there 
are five indexes based on leading indicators which 
have been grouped by economic process. Taken 
together, these additional indexes include all 12 
component series of the overall leading index, plus 
a few related series. Also shown in this section is 
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident 

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a 
series known to have a useful pattern of early 
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of 
the composite indexes show the length, in months, 
of leads ( - ) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference 
turning dates covered. 

The next set of data consists of series included 
in the principal composite indexes. These are the 
12 components of the leading index, the 4 
components of the coincident index, and the 6 
components of the lagging index. Following the title 
of each series, its typical timing is identified by 
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of 
these letters refers to the timing of the given 
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its 
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to 
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs 
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, " C " a 
tendency to roughly coincide with the business 
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency 
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the 
consistency of their timing at both peaks and 
troughs, all components of the leading index are 
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident 
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging 
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that 
these classifications are based on limited evidence, 
namely the performance of the indicators during 
the busin2r-s cycles of the 1948-70 period, which 
included five peaks and five troughs. While the 
timing classifications are expected to agree with 
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will 
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance. 
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can 
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the 
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are 
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference 
cycle chronology. 

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process 

This section covers 111 individual time series, 
i n c l u d i n g the 2 2 i n d i c a t o r s used in the 
construction of the composite indexes. The peak 
and trough timing classifications are shown on the 
charts in the same manner as described above, but 
this section includes series with different timing at 
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the 
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified 
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic 
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series 
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at 
turning points of the given type. Eight series are 
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19 
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but 
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series 
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs 
is included in the list of cyclical indicators. 

The classification scheme which groups the 
indicators of this section by economic process and 
cyclical t iming is summar ized in the two 
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is 
based on the observed behavior of the series at five 
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53, 

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business 
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58, 
February '61, and November '70) . Each tabulation 
distinguishes seven major economic processes and 
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells 
identify subgroups of the given economic process 
with the given timing characteristic. The number of 
series in each such group is given in parentheses 
following the title. Complete information on how 
individual indicators are classified by timing at 
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected 
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977 
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators. 

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change 

Many series in this report are aggregates 
compiled from numerous components. How the 
individual components of an aggregate move over a 
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index 
which indicates the percentage of components that 
are rising (with half of the unchanged components 
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these 
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the 
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes 
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes 
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter) 
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans. 
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes 
are shown for the component series included in 
each of the three composite indexes and for the 
components of some of the aggregate series shown 
in section B. 

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from 
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations 
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of 
business executives about their plans and 
expectations for several operating variables are 
presented, along with the corresponding indexes 
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion 
series. 

This section also records rates of change for the 
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and 
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate 
economic activi ty: GNP in constant dollars 
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours 
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal 
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of 
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for 
1-quarter spans. 

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in 
rates of change for the same aggregates are 
generally positively correlated, these two measures 
present information about two related but distinct 
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes 
measure the prevailing direction or scope of 
change, while rates of change measure the degree 
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for 
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates 
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding 
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead 
at the business cycle turns as well. 
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC 
MEASURES 

This part is divided into six sections which cover 
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series 
measuring various aspects of economic activity. 
Some of these series are very comprehensive, 
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others 
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and 
still others relate to U.S. international transactions 
or to selected foreign countries. The represented 
v a r i a b l e s inc lude incomes , o u t p u t s , and 
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity; 
l a b o r r e s o u r c e s ; g o v e r n m e n t r e c e i p t s , 
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few 
key foreign countries. 

Section A. National Income and Product 

The national income and product accounts, 
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and 
final expenditures for the personal, business, 
foreign, and government sectors of the economy. 

Section A1 shows the gross national product, 
final sales, and personal and disposable personal 
income. The four major components of the gross 
n a t i o n a l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l c o n s u m p t i o n 
expenditures, gross private domestic investment, 
government purchases of goods and services, and 
net exports of goods and services—are presented in 
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in 
section A are presented in current as well as 
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita 
series. The national income and product accounts, 
briefly defined below, are described more fully in 
the Survey of Current Business, Part I, 
January 1976. 

Gross national product (GNP) is the market 
value of final goods and services produced by the 
labor and property supplied by residents of the 
United States, before deduction of allowances for 
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the 
most comprehensive measure of aggregate 
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in 
business inventories. 

Personal income is the income received by 
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated 
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust 
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from 
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary 
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors' 
income, rental income of persons, dividends, 
personal interest income, and transfer payments, 
less personal contributions for social insurance. 

Disposable personal income is the personal 
income available for spending or saving. It consists 
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax 
payments to government. 

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is 
goods and services purchased by individuals, 
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and 
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings, 
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded. 

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed 
capital goods purchased by private business and 
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change 
in the physical volume of inventories held by 
private business. The former include all private 
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for 
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used 
goods are also included. 

Government purchases of goods and services 
(A4) is the compensation of government employees 
and purchases from business and from abroad. It 
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by 
government, and subsidies. It includes gross 
investment by government enterprises but excludes 
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of 
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of 
land and financial assets. 

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports 
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part 
of the national production; imports are not, but are 
included in the components of GNP and are 
t h e r e f o r e d e d u c t e d . M o r e de ta i l on U.S. 
international transactions is provided in section E. 

National income (A6) is the incomes that 
originate in the production of goods and services 
attributable to labor and property supplied by 
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures 
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of 
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of 
persons, corporate profits, and net interest. 

Saving (A7) is the difference between income 
and expenditures during an accounting period. 
Total gross saving includes personal saving, 
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate 
profits and capital consumption allowances), and 
government surplus or deficit. 

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The 
m a j o r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s of G N P 
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as 
percentages of GNP, and the major income 
components of national income (compensation of 
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as 
percentages of national income. 

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity 

The important data on price movements include 
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes 
and their major components. Based largely on 
these series are the quarterly price indexes from 
the national income and product accounts, notably 
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights 
reflecting the changing proportions of different 
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are 
presented for the period since 1971. 

The group of series on wages and productivity 
consists of data on average hourly earnings and 
average hourly compensation (including earnings 
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars, 
output per hour of work in the business sector, and 
rates of change for most of these measures. 

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and 
Unemployment 

This section contains measures of the civilian 
labor force and its major components: Total 
numbers of employed and unemployed persons. 
The number of unemployed is subdivided into 
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class 
of worker. Also included are data on participation 
rates for a few principal segments of the labor 
force. 

Section D. Government Activities 

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels: 
(1 ) Federal Government and ( 2 ) State and local 
government. Also shown is a selection of series 
from the discontinued Defense Indicators. 
These series measure defense activities which 
influence short-term changes in the national 
economy. Included are series relating to 
obligations, contracts, orders, production, 
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment. 
These series are grouped according to the time at 
which the activities they measure occur in the 
defense order-production-delivery process. Series 
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders, 
are classified as "advance measures of defense 
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to 
coincide with production, such as employment, and 
activities which usually follow production, such as 
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final 
measures of defense activity." 

Section E. U.S. International Transactions 

This group includes monthly series on exports 
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a 
few selected components of these aggregates. Also 
shown are the balances between receipts and 
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise, 
and investment income. 

Section F. International Comparisons 

This section is designed to facilitate a quick 
review of basic economic conditions in six of the 
nations with which we have important trade 
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has 
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial 
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for 
Canada, the United Kingdom. France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European 
countries in the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the 
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide 
important measures of the rates of inflation in the 
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also 
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as 
leading indicators. 
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HOW TO READ CHARTS 

Trough (T) of cycle indicates 
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER. 

Arabic number indicates latest 
month for wbich data are 
plot ted. ( " 9 " = September) 

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data. 

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter fo r which data 
are plot ted. ( " I V " = fou r th 
quarter) 

Various scales are used to 
highlight the patterns of the 
individual series. "Scale A " 
is an ari thmetic scale, "scale 
L - 1 " is a logarithmic scale 
w i th 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L - 2 " is a log-
ar i thmic scale w i t h two cycles 
in that distance, etc. 

Arabic number indicates latest 
month for which data are 
used in comput ing the in-
dexes. 

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter for which data 
are used in comput ing the in-
dexes. 

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over 
various spans. 

Arabic number indicates latest 
month used in comput ing 
the changes. 

Broken line with plotting 
points indicates percent 
changes over 1-quarter spans. 

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes. 

Peak (P) of cycle indicates 
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded 
area) as designated by NBER. 

Solid line indicates mon th ly 
data. (Data may be actual 
month ly figures or moving 
averages.) 

Broken line indicates actual 
month ly data for series where 
a moving average is plotted. 

Solid line with plotting points 
indicates quarterly data. 

Parallel lines indicates a break 
in con t inu i ty (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.). 

Solid line indicates month ly 
data over 6- or 9-month 
spans. 

Broken line indicates month ly 
data over 1-month spans. 

Broken line with plotting 
points indicates quarter ly 
data over 1-quarter spans. 

Solid line with plotting points 
indicates quarterly data over 
various spans. 

Diffusion indexes and rates 
of change are centered w i t h i n 
the spans they cover. 

Solid line indicates percent 
changes over 3- or 6-month 
spans. 

Broken line indicates percent 
changes over 1-month spans. 

Solid line with plotting points 
indicates percent changes over 
3- or 4-quarter spans. 

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES 

Diffusion Indexes 

Rates of Change 

1. See A L P H A B E T I C A L I N D E X - S E R I E S F I N D I N G GUIDE at 
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically 
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the 
series tit les, o r -

2. See T I T L E S A N D SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of 
the report where series are listed numerical ly according to 
series numbers w i t h i n each of the report 's sections. 
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Tinning at Business Cycle Peaks

Nv Economic
\Process

>^
Cyclical \
Timing >v

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
<1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

i nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical >̂
Timing x^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS

l*r/ seriesj

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Com pre hen si ve
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 7 0 ) . Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product-persona I consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part lf section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i t y to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

>v Economic
\Process

Cyclical \.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

t
E*M PLOY MENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
Usuries)

Comprehensive

•/ V " - • ", " "•

Comprehensive
employment
(i series)

Duration of
unemployment

•' '(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
C2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
|4 series)

1 nd ustr ial
production
{4 series)

HI.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfiiied orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
{3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(I series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(l series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

inventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(I series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
C7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
( 1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
C3 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

>.
Cyclical^.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employ merit
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(l series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Com prehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfiiied
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfiiied orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
{4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

i nventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
{§ series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
{4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
{2 series)

Reai money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
{1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
we l l -es tab l i shed d i f f e rences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
4-3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index UC,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national p roduc t—persona l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (AS) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (AS).-The
major expendi ture components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.

4
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i t y to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
{4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
{I series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(I series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

1 nventorles on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
Cl series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money

.&%*
Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
|2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
|1 series)

velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

CyciicalV
Timing . N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

(1 series)

E'MPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(I series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
{1 series)

Com pre hen si ve
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
<4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

I nventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(I series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
{6 series)

Cashflows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 serfos)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
we l l -es tab l i shed d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

4

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expend i ture components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, an
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civiliai
labor force and its major components: Tota
numbers of employed and unemployed persons
The number of unemployed is subdivided int(
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participatior
rates for a few principal segments of the laboi
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and loca
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators
These series measure defense activities whid
influence short-term changes in the nationa
economy. Included are series relating tc
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment,
These series are grouped according to the time al
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

&.* /WiV-*'•*• I .L£U

Rates of Change
. i, £..„.

., ...-M^_J_.J( -ĵ .ĵ li, -,

I T$5H* •
- i »l^-J$f!t-i4*4--- «*«—*—-*' 4 **V* \T \, !,' v i T ' • •

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

x. Economic
\Process

Cyclical^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

E'MPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

-Marginal - - ' ' ' =
f < employ rtp^:,;*8''

;̂ ^p:\
r-veî |rfoyfir*ent • • 5 '

ComSpreehensive ;

^ " ' '1KI setwii)
" ' - - - . - -

Compî heiiilve
" ,,empl&yirctM ' ..'

' ' ' ' , ' , . -:'{-,,

Outmtlofi:;of ' *
unemployment

- -, * ,' - ' •

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and

' real Income
., |4 series)

, production
-J4 series^"

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(Jt series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
& series)

Residential
construction
1 3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(I series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
14 series)

i n ven tories on
hand and on

• -order -
(1 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(3, series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
U series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
U series)

Velocity of
moitey
Cfserfes)

Interest rates
(2 series)

I nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclicai\
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

E'MPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments - . - .
(3 series)

Martina! ,
employment
adjustments
(2 jerieit .

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjust merits
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of ' V ' ••'•
unemployment
(i series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

industrial
production
tl series)

Com prehensi ve
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

Hew and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(S series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
{6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

i nven t ory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
0 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(i series)

Commodity
prices
{2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
|$ series)

Cashflows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

ivtoney flows
{Z series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
C4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(l series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Sank reserves
a series)

interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(i series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
we l l -es tab l i shed d i f f e rences in timing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by 6EA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).-The
major expend i tu re components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform welt to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part I I , charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, alt series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor, The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity-that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing ^v

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(u>(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1nventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 sertos)

Commodity
pr!c*£
(1 $*fte$)

Profit* aact
profit
margin*
(7 serHss)

Ca*h f low* >
(2 series) :

unit U&or emu
and labor sharo
(4 sertes)

Commotftty

Profit shir* ;

(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

• mmm

i
(1 *tr

m

k
m
m
n
$̂

vlt-MrtM}

(4 MrtM} :

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

x. Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing >v

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY |
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg) i
INDICATORS I
(40 series) |

TIMING i
UNCLASSIFIED1

(U) 1
(1 series) ;

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

ML
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 sertes)

Commodrty
prices
(2 sertes)

Profits and
profit margins
{6 series)

Cash flows
(2 sertes)

Profits
(2 sertes)

Unit labor coast* I
and labor stw«
(4 $*rte$)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

t

jam*

Bank r«§#rv«s
(1 $*r )«*)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution, of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November r48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 7 0 ) . Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity; GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5, Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index tor the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as" intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity-that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i t y to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

x. Economic
\Process

CyclicalN.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
U series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
{4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

Mi.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
{1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
{1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
{I series)

Profit share
(I series)

VM.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
{2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Sank reserves
(2 serfes)
I nterest rates
(i series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(I series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
\Process

CyclicalV
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

li.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(I series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
U series)

Bank reserves
U series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -es tab l ished d i f fe rences in timing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional p roduc t—persona l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (AS).-The
major e x p e n d i t u r e componen t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-l" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part I I , Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series af studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclicaix.
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income

industrial
production
(4 series)

II).
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(I series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
U series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(I series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 settles)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(X series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
{2 series)

Interest rates
(X series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

I nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
( I series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
\Process

CyclicalN.
Timing x.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
{I series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

U.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

industrial
production
(1 series)

Com prehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
U series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 s&ries)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
{4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
{4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
( l series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L ,U . " all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section 8. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November f48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 7 0 ) . Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product -personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rmi ty to business expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical^.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING fLg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Job vacancies •,
- pietltst - , :< ...
Comprehensive

fl/Wrles*)--- *- ""
' Compreheftsive ' '

• wnempwwirtt--
.C3.**M| ^-:\

Comprehensive .
• employment
;(2iMii$ ; •

*0ttf$tKwrOf

f ĵ̂ mt

'. , "- '•• '' \ V / - ;

II.

PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Clserles)

C om pre hen si ve -
o«f pwt a«d
real income

* (4 series) • '-
industrial , '
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

Hew and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
{€ serjesf

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

'Trade
{tsertes)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
|3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(S series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories ott
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
|1 series)

Commodity
•prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit

~ margins
(? series)

Casn flows
(£ series)

Unit labor costs
and labor snare
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Wofit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
J3 series)
^eat monty

JBfe.-."
(4 series)

•'djffte'wtlts-- '-. ;
Bank reserves -

Interest rates ,

Verity of
. ittoiH^y' -i - '
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series) '~

iin«r»it>«^»;>:-:
<^S£8S&t'
' JS5W:\- ; :

interest rifts
C3, series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
^Process

CyclicalTiming

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

industrial
- production

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

New and unfilled
", orders and

deliveries

Formation of
business
enterprises

tion
and trade
(4 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Stock flows

Business
investment ,<.
commitments

Residential .
construction ,
(3 series)

pr f ces ,
Jl series)

profit margins
{6 series)

Cashflows

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Business
Investment

• commitments

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

?jr
'joJ^pnî i

»«B50\- • - - ; ,Comprehensive *

,:"t̂ l«-:.
CMii

ynffitteil orders
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order '
IS sertes)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

of
unemployment

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.}

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expend i tu re components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" - fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part!, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

^v Economic
NyProcess

Cyclical \
Timing \

LEADING (L)
IN DICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

I.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investmentcommitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows(4 series)
Credit

difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ . Economic
N. Process

>.

CyclicalV
Timing N>

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROI IPHI V
r\ KJ \~J \JI n l__ Y

COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include al! 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," ali components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEAf summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States, Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index tor the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part I I , Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections rolate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part 1, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part I I , charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cycl ica l ly
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
( I series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfliied orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES. COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prit**
(1 wrlas)

Commodity
prices
(1 sertet)

Profits and
profit
margin*
(7 sarkas)

Cash flows
(2 s*rt«*>

U nit labor costs
and labor shar»
(4 series)

CornmodKy
prices
(1 sarlOB)

Profit share
[1 9«rle$)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

m

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N^ Economic
\Process

Cycl ical^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg) !
INDICATORS !
(40 series) |

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPL.OY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(? series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series}

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Su sin ess
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 s*rtos)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 ssrlos)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor $hw
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Vel»ootty!f i

Ut*rf«*)

Ivtfetmit f#l#t !

Out*tirvdiftg debt
( I *#H«*)

E&a n k r«$«r ves
(I mtm)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
welt as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution, of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies, to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than ait troughs of business cycles,, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads" (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the N6ER reference
cycle chronology.

Section 6. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEAf summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending Dr saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index tor the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of thu civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number Of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of t ie labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series ark grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process, Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section L U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning In 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

>Li m^\W\

- - §

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part 0, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The ttwo parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown iboth in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two- panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part It, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes onfy and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, atl series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basts for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

x. Economic
\Process

Cyclical X.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(u)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

i

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V,,
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
< 3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 mtes)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 *«rto$)

Bank reserves
(2 ssrias)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 wrfes)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 mles)

Outstanding
debt
(3$»rtos)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ v Economic
\Process

Cycl ical^
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg) J
INDICATORS
(40 series) )

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series) '

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3, series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(£> series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.,
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
{6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

R*al money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 $«ries)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
U series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished dif ferences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series an; prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19,15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May f54, April '58,
February '61 , and November 7 0 ) . Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the; change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or oyvner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefor^ deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents! of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 6. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The Important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these Series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct, pata on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The' group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates ,of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. international Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with Which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S, business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor
responding U.̂ >. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in ,' the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over —•
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data
(Wov.) -(fi/Jar.)

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections. ;
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199,

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
wiil show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

>v Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing \ ^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLV
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(3 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
{1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(13 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES.COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 *tf*ts)

Commodity
price*
(1 swifts)

Profits »ru3
profit
rnarglni
(7 t*ms)

Cash flows
(2 sftrtes)

Unit labor cost*
and tabor share
(4 saries)

Commodity
prices
(1 *rl»s)

Profit share
(X series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 sertos)

1nterestrates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ . Economic
\F>rocess

CyclicaNv
Timing \

LEADING (L.)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(X series)

Job vacancies
£2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDE:RS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series}

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI,
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 serte*)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
{6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and Ubor snare
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Sank reserves
{1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding dobt
(3 s#ries)

Sank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution, of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product™ persona I consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of pods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current: outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).~The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components; of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section 0. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-terrr changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section L U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.'

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part ll f Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part It consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, tabor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part I I , charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

in addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basts.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
wilt show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of B C D ) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
Xprocess

\

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING (U
IN DlCA'rORS
111 ^ ^ J v r i J W i \ û

(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT^)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

M l .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

V U .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

j merest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

x. Economic
\Proce<s

CyclicalV
Timing \

LEADING (LJ
INDICATORS
(47 series)

KUUunLY
COINCIDENT^)INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensiveemployment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(X series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

111
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V ,
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit tabor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

V I I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 i*rl©*)

Velocity ofmoney
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wefil-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the

, consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19,15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government: receipts,
expenditures, arid defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

4

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States, Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income,

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

. Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1 -quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" - September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical N.
Timing \^

LEADING l\-\
l_ Cm A"\ l~J 1 i N \Jt 1 ^ - * /

INDICATORS|INL-#lO/-\ 1 U n J

(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
{Z series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

i i .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

i l l .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
{5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
{3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical N.
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
IA~7 rp/jpc\

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
OT
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
{8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators whioh
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the post-1970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section 6. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product-personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

(Dec.)

- P

(Nov.)

I

Basic Data
(Nov.)

p

(Mar.)

T •

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

tfiii

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part lr Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to periodic review by NBER and on occasion are
changed as a result of revisions in important
economic time series. The dates shown in this
publication for the 1948-1970 time period are those
determined by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has
designated turning points for the 1973-1975 reces-
sion and the 1980 recession.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

^v Economic
^Process

Cyclical \
Tirrlnci N ^

LEADING (L)
IND'CATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(u)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
;3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

El. Tinning at Business Cycle Troughs

N^ Economic
<̂ Process

Cyclical \
Timing Nv

LEADING !L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUfiHI V
v\ x^/ \j \zk n L* i
COINCiDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS.
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensiveemployment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration

unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 serfes)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
{1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodityprices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding aebt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the posM970 period can
be determined by inspection of the charts, where the
1973-1975 recession and the 1980 recession are
shaded according to the dates of the NBER reference
cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April r58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variabes include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries*.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional p r o d u c t - p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
governrnert purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defiled below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rontal income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of focd, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods arid excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-.
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change
I i

i < <• • I' ; i

jffis; Iff
', j ' ' , '• , ! ( . .

15-

5-

0-

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity-that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

^ v Economic
NyProcess

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING fL)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
<4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

III .
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfitted orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Businessinvestment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash fiows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money ftows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ . Economic
\Process

Cycl ical^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
{2 series)

II I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfitted
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfitted orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Untt tabor costs
and labor share
(4 series}

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit ftows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money ftow
(I series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding aeDt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through 4-1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. UL" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national p r o d u c t - p e r s o n a l consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

•fiffifil

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948t and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

tn addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade..While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\
\ Economic

^Process

Cyclical N.
Timing N.

LEADING (LJ
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(2 3 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

II I .
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
( l series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 sertes)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 merest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

13. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
>\f'rocess

Cycl ica l^
Timing N.

LEADING (LJ
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING. (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfitted orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
a series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding aebt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t im ing .
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. " L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Pert I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports; and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

Tht! national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant collars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal Income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

4

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels;
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as"intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity-that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

x. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEA 11NG fL>
m«n /̂M 10 l*̂ /

INDICATORS
(62 sarHis)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 scries)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

11.
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
N^Process

Cyclic 3 l \
Tlmlnt) N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series]

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

II I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money fiows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 strles)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding a«bt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index MC,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonaghcultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of those series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, ami government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections AI! through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final jjoods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources, it is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable (personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 8. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section 0. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER. ^

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cy
of expansion

prehensive m
income, and

les have been defined as sequences
nd contraction in various economic

processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-

jasures of production, employment,
ade.,While recurrent and pervasive,

business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration ana intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a

comprehend

series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new

ve review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are pased on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

AH cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording td six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conform ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
Novembel 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores re ate to cyclical behavior of the series
during thp period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite

The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
rom many different economic-process

[and combine those with similar timing
, using their overall performance scores as

indexes.
series
groups
behavio,
weights Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\ ^ Economic
\Process

Cycllcal^v
Timing N.

LEADING (U
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(2 3 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
IU)
8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs
\

\ Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing N.

LE:ADING a.)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING {Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMIiMG
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

II I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -h i at peaks and from -1 through
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C,M and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, Ap il '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 7 0 ) . Each tabulation
distinguishes slven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgr ps of the given economic process
with the given iming characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the itle. Complete information on how
individual indcators are classified by timing at
peaks, trough;,, and all turns, along with selected
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising), Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown Jfor the component series included in

three composite indexes and for the
of some of the aggregate series shown

each of thi
component
in section

Diffusio
actual da
or intenti
business
expectatio
presented
based on

measures can be derived not only from
but also from surveys of anticipations

ns. Indexes based on responses of
executives about their plans and
s for several operating variables are
along with the corresponding indexes

ictual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economii activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects! of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measurfe the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the (business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat ional product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as welt as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series, The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor <ind property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 8. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components; Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes
tOO-i

Rates of Change

^XKKkSjf^dn^Y

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING-GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where seriesiare listed numerically according to
series numbers within ^ach of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1956, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1971.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N.

LEADING fl_)
IN DICATORS
(62 series}

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(2 3 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

I.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

11.
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nfovDcf *-atficinicrCSX idles

(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
\Process

Cyclical N.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.
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Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include ail private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1971.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1971) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1971) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly

data over 6- or 9-month

spans.

Broken line indicates monthly

data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over

various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over

3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

^f\jLrS'n^Y^'^:'"A ty']-

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ( "9 " = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates

latest quarter for which data

are plotted. ( " IV " = fourth

quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L - 1 " is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates

latest quarter for which data

are used in computing the in-

dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest

month used in computing

the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of

the report where series are listed numerically according to

series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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This report is organized into two major parts. 
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time 
series which have been found to conform well to 
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of 
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are 
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical 
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes, 
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important 
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which 
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters 
but which do not conform well enough to business 
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a 
few exceptions: Four series which are included in 
part I are also shown in part II to complete the 
systematic presentation of certain sets of data, 
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest 
section of part II consists of quarterly series from 
the national income and product accounts; other 
sections relate to prices, labor force, government 
and defense-related activities, and international 
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections 
(see table of contents), and each of these sections 
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are 
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts 
begin with 1956, but those for the composite 
indexes and their components (part I, section A) 
begin w ith 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel 
form at which covers only the period since 1972. 
Except for section F in part II, charts contain 
shading which indicates periods of recession in 
general business activ ity. The tables contain data 
for only the last few years. The historical data for 
the various time series are contained in the 1977 
Handbook o f  Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described 
above, each issue contains a summary table which 
shows the current behavior of many of the series. 
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors, 
measures of variability, specific cycle turning 
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other 
inform ation of analytical interest. An index appears 
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that 
the series numbers used are for identification 
purposes only and do not re flec t precise 
re la tionsh ips  or order. However, a ll series 
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in 
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations 
are often necessary to bring out the underlying 
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for 
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations 
resulting prim arily from normal differences in 
weather conditions and from various institu tional 
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays 
are usually accounted fo r by the seasonal 
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

M ETHOD OF PRESENTATION adjustment is occasionally required for holidays 
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional 
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series 
which contain considerable variation due to the 
number of working or trading days in each month. 
As used in th is report, the term "seasonal 
adjustm ent”  includes trading-day and holiday 
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in 
seasonally adjusted form  and, in most cases, these 
are the offic ia l figures released by the source 
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this 
report, a number of series not ordinarily published 
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a 
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-m onth changes in a series are often 
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for 
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro
priate span over which to observe cyclical 
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.) 
It is the smallest span of months for which the 
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than 
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a 
series is, the larger the MCD w ill be; thus, MCD is 1 
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic. 
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of 
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the 
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a 
5-term moving average of a series w ith an MCD of 5 
w ill show its cyclical movements about as clearly 
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series w ith an 
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include 
centered MCD moving averages for those series 
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally 
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their 
variation about the moving averages and to provide 
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used 
in this report are those designated by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They 
mark the approximate dates when, according to 
NBER, aggregate economic activ ity  reached its 
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general 
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor 
the shading for recessions w ill be entered on the 
charts until after both the new reference peak and 
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area 
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject 
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed 
as a result of revisions in im portant economic 
time series. The dates shown in this publication 
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined 
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated 
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and 
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences 
of expansion and contraction in various economic 
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag
gregate economic ac tiv ity—that is, in com
prehensive measures of production, employment, 
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive, 
business cycles of historical experience have been 
defin ite ly nonperiodic and have varied greatly in 
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in 
economic systems, conditions, policies, and 
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business 
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz
ing current economic conditions and prospects is 
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach 
identifies certain economic time series as tending 
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad 
movements in aggregate economic activ ity. Such 
indicators have been selected and analyzed by 
NBER in a series of studies published between 
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new 
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was 
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research 
staff. The present form at and content of part I of 
BCD  are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and 
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac
cording to six major characteristics: Economic 
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of 
tim ing at business cycle peaks and troughs, 
c o n fo rm ity  to  b u s in e s s  e x p a n s io n s  and 
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability 
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme 
was developed and used to assess each series by all 
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and 
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting 
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series 
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced 
a new list of indicators classified by economic 
process and typical tim ing at business cycle peaks 
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below 
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating 
to consistency of tim ing, served as a basis for the 
selection of series to be included in the composite 
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring 
series from many different economic-process 
groups and combine those with sim ilar tim ing 
behavior, using their overall performance scores as 
weights. Because they use series of historically 
tested usefulness and given tim ing characteristics 
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs), 
with diversified economic coverage and a m inimum 
of duplication, composite indexes give more 
reliable signals over time than do any of the 
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the

1
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing
A . Tim ing at Business Cycle Peaks

n . Economic 
\ P r  o cess

Cyclical n . 
Tim ing

1.
E M P L O Y M E N T
A N D
U N E M P L O Y 
M E N T  
(18  series)

II .
P R O D U C T IO N  
A N D  
IN C O M E  
(10  series)

I I I .
C O N S U M P T IO N . 
T R A D E , 
O R D E R S , A N D  
D E L IV E R IE S  
(13  series)

IV .
F IX E D  
C A P IT A L  
IN V E S T M E N T  
(18  series)

V .
IN V E N T O R IE S
A N D
IN V E N T O R Y  
IN V E S T M E N T  
(9 series)

V i .
P R IC E S ,C O S TS , 
A N D  P R O F IT S  
(17  series)

V I I .
M O N E Y  
A N D  C R E D IT  
(26  series)

L E A D IN G  (L )  
IN D IC A T O R S  
(62  series)

Marginal 
em ploym ent 
adjustments  
(6  series)

Job vacancies 
(2  series) 

Comprehensive  
em ploym ent 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive  
unem ploym ent 
(3  series)

Capacity  
utilisation  
(2 series)

N ew  and 
unfilled orders 
and deliveries 
(6  series) 

Consumption 
(2 series)

Form ation of 
business 
enterprises 
(2 series) 

Business 
investment 
com m itm ents  
(5  series) 

Residential 
construction  
(3  series)

Inventory  
investment 
(4  series) 

inventories on 
hand and on 
order 
(1 series)

S tock prices 
(1 series) 

C om m odity  
prices 
(1 series) 

Profits and 
p ro fit 
margins 
(7  series) 

Cash flows  
(2 series)

M oney flows  
(3  series) 

Real money  
supply  
(2 series) 

Credit flows  
(4  series) 

Credit 
difficu lties  
(2 series) 

Bank reserves 
(2 series)

1 nterest rates 
(1 series)

R O U G H L Y  
C O IN  Cl D E N T  (C) 
IN D IC A T O R S  
(23  series)

Comprehensive  
em ploym ent 
(1 series)

Comprehensive 
output and 
real Income  
(4  series) 

Industrial 
production  
(4  series)

Consumption  
and trade  
(4  series)

Backlog o f  
investment 
com m itm ents  
(1 series) 

Business 
investment 
expenditures  
(5 series)

V e loc ity  o f  
m oney  
(2  series)

1 nterest rates 
(2  series)

L A G G IN G  (Lg) 
IN D IC A T O R S  
(18  series)

D uration of 
unem ploym ent 
(2  series)

Business 
investment 
expenditures  
(1 series)

inventories on  
hand and on  
order 
(4  series)

U n it labor costs 
and labor share 
(4  series)

Interest rates 
(4  series) 

Outstanding  
debt 
(3  series)

T IM IN G
U N C L A S S IF IE D  

^8 series)

Comprehensive 
em ploym ent 
(3  series)

Trade  
(1 series)

Business 
investment 
com m itm ents  
(1 series)

C om m odity  
prices 
(1 series) 

P ro fit share 
(1 series)

Interest rates 
(1 series)

B. Tim ing at Business Cycle Troughs

Economic
\P r o c e s s

C y c lic a l^  
Tim ing n.

I.
E M P L O Y M E N T
A N D
U N E M P L O Y 
M E N T  
(18  series)

I I .
P R O D U C T IO N  
A N D  
IN C O M E  
(10 series)

I I I .
C O N S U M P T IO N , 
T R A D E , 
O R D E R S , A N D  
D E L IV E R IE S  
(13  series)

IV .
F IX E D  
C A P IT A L  
IN V E S T M E N T  
(18  series)

V .
IN V E N T O R IE S
A N D
IN V E N T O R Y  
IN V E S T M E N T  
(9 series)

V I.
P R IC E S , COSTS, 
A N D  P R O F IT S  
(17  series)

V I I .
M O N E Y  
A N D  C R E D IT  
(26  series)

L E A D IN G  (L ) 
IN D IC A T O R S  
(47 series)

Marginal 
em ploym ent 
adjustments 
(3  series)

Industrial 
production  
(1 series)

N ew  and unfilled  
orders and 
deliveries 
(5 series) 

Consumption  
and trade 
(4  series)

Form ation o f 
business 
enterprises 
(2  series) 

Business 
investment 
com m itm ents  
(4  series) 

Residential 
construction 
(3  series)

inventory  
Investment 
(4  series)

S tock prices 
(1 series) 

C om m odity  
prices 
(2  series) 

Profits and 
pro fit margins 
(6  series)

Cash flows  
(2  series)

M oney flows  
(2  series) 

Real money  
supply 
(2  series) 

Credit flow s  
(4  series) 

C redit 
difficu lties  
(2  series)

R O U G H L Y  
C O IN C I D E N T (C ) 
IN D IC A T O R S  
(23  series)

Marginal 
em ploym ent 
adjustments 
(2  series) 

Comprehensive 
em ploym ent 
(4  series)

Comprehensive 
output and 
real income 
(4  series) 

Industrial 
production  
(3  series) 

Capacity  
utilization  
(2  series)

Consum ption  
and trade  
(3  series)

Business 
investment 
com m itm ents  
(1 series)

Profits  
(2  series)

M oney flo w  
(1 series) 

V eloc ity  of 
money 
(1 series)

L A G G IN G  (Lg) 
IN D IC A T O R S  
(40 series)

Marginal 
em ploym ent 
adjustments 
(1 series)

Job vacancies 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
em ploym ent 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
and duration  
o f
unem ploym ent 
(5  series)

U nfilled  orders 
(1 series)

Business 
Investment 
com m itm ents  
(2  series) 

Business 
investment 
expenditures  
(6  series)

Inventories on 
hand and on 
order 
(5 series)

U n it labor costs 
and labor share 
(4  series)

V e loc ity  o f 
money  
(1 series)

Bank reserves 
(1 series) 

Interest rates 
(8 series) 

Outstanding ciebt 
(3 series)

T IM IN G
U N C L A S S IF IE D
(U )
(1 series)

Bank reserves 
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other “ noise" 
in the included series are smoothed out in the 
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly 
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively 
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by 
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of 
leading indicators, series which historically reached 
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the 
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an 
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting 
of series which historically reached their turning 
points at about the same time as the general 
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which 
includes series that typically reached their peaks 
and troughs later than the corresponding business 
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as 
well as short leads, but each series leads on the 
average over time and shows a frequency of leads 
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable 
to chance, given the historical distribution of 
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to 
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948, 
leads were generally more frequent and longer at 
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags 
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs 
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and 
classifying the indicators takes into account these 
w e ll-e s ta b lis h e d  d iffe re n c e s  in t im in g . 
Consequently, rough coincidences include short 
leads (-) and lags ( +  ) as well as exact 
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is 
from -3 through + 1  at peaks and from -1 through 
+ 3  at troughs, where minus denotes leads and 
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index, 
each component series is standardized: The month- 
to-month percent changes in a given series are 
divided by the long-run average (without regard to 
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile 
series are prevented from dominating the index. 
The coincident index is calculated so that its long
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the 
trends of its four components. This trend, which is 
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be 
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular 
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate 
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both 
their trends and their average month-to-month 
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap
proximately equal to those of the coincident index. 
(For a more detailed description of the method of 
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977 
Handbook o f  Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes, 
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there 
are five indexes based on leading indicators which 
have been grouped by economic process. Taken 
together, these additional indexes include all 12 
component series of the overall leading index, plus 
a few related series. Also shown in this section is 
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a 
series known to have a useful pattern of early 
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of 
the composite indexes show the length, in months, 
of leads (-) and lags ( + )  at each of the reference 
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included 
in the principal composite indexes. These are the 
12 components of the leading index, the 4 
components of the coincident index, and the 6 
components of the lagging index. Following the title 
of each series, its typical timing is identified by 
three letter symbols in a small box. The firs t of 
these letters refers to the timing of the given 
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its 
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to 
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs 
combined. "L ”  denotes a tendency to lead, “ C" a 
tendency to roughly coincide with the business 
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER- 
designated reference dates), and “ Lg" a tendency 
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the 
consistency of their timing at both peaks and 
troughs, all components of the leading index are 
denoted “ L,L,L,”  all components of the coincident 
index “ C,C,C,”  and all components of the lagging 
index “ Lg,Lg,Lg.”  It should be remembered that 
these classifications are based on limited evidence, 
namely the performance of the indicators during 
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which 
included five peaks and five troughs. While the 
timing classifications are expected to agree with 
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will 
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance. 
The timing of the series in the period since 1970 
can be determined by inspection of the charts, 
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and 
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of 
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series, 
inc lu d in g  the 22 in d ica to rs  used in the 
construction of the composite indexes. The peak 
and trough timing classifications are shown on the 
charts in the same manner as described above, but 
this section includes series with different timing at 
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the 
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified 
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic 
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series 
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to tim ing at 
turning points of the given type. Eight series are 
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19 
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but 
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series 
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs 
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the 
indicators of this section by economic process and 
cyclical tim ing is summarized in the two 
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is 
based on the observed behavior of the series at five 
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross
classification B, on their behavior at five business 
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58, 
February '61, and November ’70). Each tabulation 
distinguishes seven major economic processes and 
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells 
identify subgroups of the given economic process 
with the given timing characteristic. The number of 
series in each such group is given in parentheses 
following the title. Complete information on how 
individual indicators are classified by tim ing at 
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected 
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977 
Handbook o f  Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates 
compiled from numerous components. How the 
individual components of an aggregate move over a 
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index 
which indicates the percentage of components that 
are rising (with half of the unchanged components 
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these 
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the 
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes 
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes 
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter) 
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans. 
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes 
are shown for the component series included in 
each of the three composite indexes and for the 
components of some of the aggregate series shown 
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from 
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations 
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of 
business executives about the ir plans and 
expectations for several operating variables are 
presented, along with the corresponding indexes 
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion 
series.

This section also records rates of change for the 
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and 
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate 
economic activ ity : GNP in constant dollars 
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours 
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal 
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of 
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for 
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in 
rates of change for the same aggregates are 
generally positively correlated, these two measures 
present information about two related but distinct 
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes 
measure the prevailing direction or scope of 
change, while rates of change measure the degree 
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for 
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates 
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding 
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead 
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part It. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC 
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover 
a wide range of quarterly and monthly tim e series 
measuring various aspects of economic activity. 
Some of these series are very comprehensive, 
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others 
have to do w ith particular sectors or markets, and 
s till others relate to U.S. international transactions 
or to selected foreign countries. The represented 
v a ria b le s  in c lu d e  incom es , o u tp u ts , and 
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity; 
la b o r  re s o u rc e s ; g o v e rn m e n t re c e ip ts ,  
expenditures, and defense-related activ ities; ex
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few 
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts, 
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and 
final expenditures fo r the personal, business, 
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section A1 shows the gross national product, 
final sales, and personal and disposable personal 
income. The four major components of the gross 
n a t io n a l p r o d u c t— p e rs o n a l c o n s u m p t io n  
expenditures, gross private domestic investment, 
government purchases of goods and services, and 
net exports of goods and services—are presented in 
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in 
section A are presented in current as well as 
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita 
series. The national income and product accounts, 
briefly defined below, are described more fu lly  in 
the Survey o f Current Business, Part I, 
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market 
value of fina l goods and services produced by the 
labor and property supplied by residents of the 
United States, before deduction of allowances for 
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the 
most com prehensive measure of aggregate 
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in 
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by 
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated 
businesses, nonprofit institu tions, private trust 
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from 
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary 
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors’ 
income, rental income of persons, dividends, 
personal interest income, and transfer payments, 
less personal contributions fo r social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal 
income available for spending or saving. It consists 
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax 
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is 
goods and services purchased by individuals, 
operating expenses of nonprofit institu tions, and 
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings, 
and financial services received in kind by in 
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in 
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed 
capital goods purchased by private business and 
nonprofit institu tions and the value of the change 
in the physical volume of inventories held by 
private business. The form er include all private 
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for 
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used 
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services 
(A4) is the compensation of government employees 
and purchases from business and from abroad. It 
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by 
government, and subsidies. It includes gross 
investment by government enterprises but excludes 
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of 
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of 
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports 
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part 
of the national production; imports are not, but are 
included in the components of GNP and are 
th e re fo re  d e d u c te d . M ore d e ta il on U.S. 
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that 
originate in the production of goods and services 
attributable to labor and property supplied by 
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures 
the factor costs of the goods and services pro
duced. It consists of the compensation of 
employees, proprietors’ income, rental income of 
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income 
and expenditures during an accounting period. 
Total gross saving includes personal saving, 
business saving (m ainly undistributed corporate 
profits and capital consumption allowances), and 
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The 
m a jo r e x p e n d itu re  c o m p o n e n ts  o f GNP 
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as 
percentages of GNP, and the major income 
components of national income (compensation of 
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as 
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The im portant data on price movements include 
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes 
and their major components. Based largely on 
these series are the quarterly price indexes from 
the national income and product accounts, notably 
the GNP im p lic it price deflator (w ith weights 
reflecting the changing proportions of different 
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed- 
weighted price index for the gross business prod
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are 
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity 
consists of data on average hourly earnings and 
average hourly compensation (including earnings 
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars, 
output per hour of work in the business sector, and 
rates of change fo r most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and 
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian 
labor force and its major components: Total 
numbers of employed and unemployed persons. 
The number of unemployed is subdivided into 
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class 
of worker. Also included are data on participation 
rates for a few principal segments of the labor 
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (su r
plus or de fic it) are shown quarterly on two levels: 
(1) Federal Government and (2 ) State and local 
government. Also shown is a selection of series 
from the discontinued D efense Indicators . 

These series measure defense activ ities which 
influence short-term  changes in the national 
economy. Included are series re la ting  to 
ob liga tions, con tracts, orders, p roduction , 
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment. 
These series are grouped according to the time at 
which the activ ities they measure occur in the 
defense order-production-delivery process. Series 
measuring activ ities which usually precede pro
duction, such as contract awards and new orders, 
are classified as “ advance measures of defense 
ac tiv ity .”  Series measuring activ ities which tend to 
coincide with production, such as employment, and 
activities which usually follow production, such as 
shipments, are classified as “ intermediate and final 
measures of defense ac tiv ity ."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports 
(excluding m ilitary aid) and general imports, plus a 
few selected components of these aggregates. Also 
shown are the balances between receipts and 
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise, 
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilita te  a quick 
review of basic economic conditions in six of the 
nations with which we have im portant trade 
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has 
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial 
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for 
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in 
dustrial production index for the European 
countries in the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in 
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen
sitive output measures for large parts of the 
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in 
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide 
im portant measures of the rates of infla tion in the 
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also 
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be s ignificant as 
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates 
end of expansion and begin
ning of recession (shaded 
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly 
data. (Data may be actual 
monthly figures or moving 
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual 
monthly data for series where 
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break 
in continuity (data not avail
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly 
data over 6- or 9-month 
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly 
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line w ith plotting 
points indicates quarterly 
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over 
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates 
of change are centered within 
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent 
changes over 3- or 6-month 
spans.

Broken line indicates percent 
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over 
3- or 4-quarter spans.

Basic Data
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— n r 7 0 *

6 0 -

c n m
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i o n -

0 -
l£U

1 nn mIUU

RO-

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change
MHKt~

Trough (T) of cycle indicates 
end of recession and begin
ning of expansion as desig
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest 
month for which data are 
plotted. ( "9 "  = September)

Dotted line indicates antici
pated data.

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter for which data 
are plotted. ( " IV "  = fourth 
quarter)

Various scales are used to 
highlight the patterns of the 
individual series. "Scale A " 
is an arithmetic scale, "scale 
L-1" is a logarithmic scale 
with 1 cycle in a given dis
tance, "scale L-2" is a log
arithmic scale with two cycles 
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest 
month for which data are 
used in computing the in
dexes.

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter for which data 
are used in computing the in
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici
pated quarterly data over 
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest 
month used in computing 
the changes.

Broken line with plotting 
points indicates percent 
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter used in com
puting the changes.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at 
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically 
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the 
series titles, or—

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of 
the report where series are listed numerically according to 
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the tent "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been Made.

IVrost of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for Ithe most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade..While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A, Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

x. Economic
\Process

Cyclical V
Timimg N^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIQENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
<u)(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
empioyment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(X series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
f RADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
{1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
{7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 ser^s)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

(nterest rates
( l series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
NProcess

CyclicatV
Timing N.

LEADING fLJ
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
{4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Prof Its and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(I series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-establish'trd differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of. the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BE.A, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product
final sales, ard personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures,, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976,

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods ate also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national iflcome and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure Categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown^ is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators^
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (?) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid tine with platting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part lt Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F iq part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicatorsl by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
{1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

M.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

! ndustrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUJ\<
TRADiE,
ORDERS
DELIVE
(13 serie!

New and
unfilled
and deli
(6 series

Consump
(2 series

Consump
and trad
(4 series

Trade
(I series

PTION,

AND
;IES

rders
eries

ion

ion

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
<5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
( 1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI,
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N^ Economic
\Process

X.

Cyclical^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

(i series)

employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

111.
CONSUMF
TRADE,
ORDERS,
DELIVERI
(13 serie:;)

New and u
orders an<
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumpti
and trade
(4 series)

Consumptic
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled or
(1 series)

ION,

ND
S

illed

n

n

ers

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1 n vent or y
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES.COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
{1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
{1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding oebt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series}
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy,

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing, (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
wel l -establ ished d i f f e rences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags (+) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. UL" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, ail components of the leading index are
denoted "L,LrL," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-t^rm fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sectipns which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables inc lude incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p roduct -persona I consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor inconle, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income i:> the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received In kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.
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major expendi ture components of GNP
(consumption, ir vestment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of rational income (compensation of
employees, corpc rate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B, Pricefc, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series aire the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price iidex for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series; on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly ;ompensation (including earnings
and other benefi s) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour )f work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C, Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also showr[ is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity," Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts, Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES F1NDING-GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972,
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N, Economic
\Process

Cyclical \
Timing N^

LEAniNG fLl
1 N niCATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(2 3 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

11.
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trades
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

Cycl ica l^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1,
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(1(1 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

V I I .
MONEY
ANDCREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
{1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
Tioney
11 series)

Bank reserves
U series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding aebt
(3 series)

Eank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (•) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C' ; a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index uLg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures/and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, Earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major Components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced1. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators^
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part I I , Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators, (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part I I , charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

\y Economic
\Process

Cyclical \ .
Timing >.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
( U )
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

Now and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
{4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

V ,
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

V I .
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Rfsal money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
{Z series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(:i series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

CycllcalN.
Timing N,

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series) ;

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

111.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders ar d
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V,
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 sorles)

Money ftows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,Ct or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled Ur i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May f54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators,

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown

; in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
tabor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries,

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shews the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product-persona I consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6*month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959r but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part 1, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

>v Economic
\Process

Cyclical Nv
Timing \ .

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
<u)
8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
[2 series)

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
\Proc«ss

Cycl ical^
Timing >w

LEADING flLJ
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLV
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS;
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg]>
INDICATORS
(40 series) i

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED

(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series) tComprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensiveemployment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III,
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries;
(S series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(S series)

V I .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit tabor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real nnoney
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "LM denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or l_g according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are Jabeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity; GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal incomo is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contritbutions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital good's purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies, tt includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels;
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part I I, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part I I, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade..While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformi ty to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical X.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(13 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(u>
8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

II I .
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1nventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity

(1 series)
Profit share

(1 series)

VI I .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

%. Economic
\Process

CycllcaiV
Timing X.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

I I I .
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade ;
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
<;i series)

UnVUIed orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

1nventory
Investment
(4 series)

1 nventorles on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI .
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VIL
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(ft series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948f

leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C,M and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes, The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and persona!
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 8. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measiure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro*
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant ds
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual s .
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes
100-1

i; \

60-

40

Rates of Change

* - v « ' ^ '•' ' i f i / * * i i ' i '• '

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part fr Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs, (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
N^rocess

Cyclical Nv
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trado
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
( l series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 sortes)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
monay
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
^Process

Cycl ical^
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

111.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDEiRS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and tirade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES.COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(I series)'
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
-1-3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) \s the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income,

Section 8. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, arid employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data
(fee) (fteo.) (Mas.) (Ster.)

P I P T

Diffusion Indexes

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or—

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment'' includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980. and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

(

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unern ploy merit
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(i series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
Construction
3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
U series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(S series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
{4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity

(X series)
Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money

(2 series)
Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

interest rates
(2 series)

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
N^rocess

CyclicalN.
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(l series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
{5 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
? reduction
1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

ill.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
{5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfitted orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
U series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cycl ical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1977
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l product -personal consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (AS).-The
major e x p e n d i t u r e componen ts o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change
mm

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, ''scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or™

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MOD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
c o n f o r m i t y to bus iness e x p a n s i o n s and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(4 series)

ill.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series}

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(2 series)

interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

>v Economic
N^Process

CyciicalX.
Timing N,

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Com pre h en si ve
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
{1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(5 series)

H.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
{1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
{2 series)

m
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

I nventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money fiows
(2 series)

Reai money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow^
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
<1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t im ing.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through -hi at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cycl ical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business execut ives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r esou rces ; gove rnmen t rece ip ts ,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consumpt ion
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services-are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (AS).-The
majo r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels:
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly _ •^iJw,rvflV
data. (Data may be actual Jf&u 1
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3-or4-quarterspans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been found to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions; Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists of quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), and each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F in part II, charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
con fo rm i t y to bus iness expans ions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
GOING! DENTfC)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (L0)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real Income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

ill.
CONSUMPTION.
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfitted orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
{4 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit tabor costs
and tabor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII,
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
{2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 serfes)

Interest ratas
(2 series)

Interest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

N. Economic
\Process

CycllcalV
Timing >^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (L9)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(2 series)

Comprehensive
empioyment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 sories)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 sories)

Comprehensive
and duration
of
unemployment
(i> sories)

H.
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
{4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 sertes)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

VI.
PRICES, COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 sertes)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest ratas
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 sertes)

Bank reserves
(1 series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the same time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d d i f f e r e n c e s in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through +1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags (+) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted UL,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,l_grLg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B, Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

IVlany series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part II. OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
var iab les include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor r e s o u r c e s ; government rece ip ts ,
expenditures, arid defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
nat iona l p r o d u c t — p e r s o n a l consump t i on
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presentee! in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United "States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial sen/ices received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
there fo re deducted. More detai l on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).-The
m a j o r e x p e n d i t u r e c o m p o n e n t s o f GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 6. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, ager <md class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the labor
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels;
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators,
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment.
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E, U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in sin of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO READ CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures or moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicates monthly
data over 6- or 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they cover.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-month spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted. ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A"
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, or-

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION 

This report is organized into two major parts. 
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time 
series which have been found to conform well to 
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of 
economic activity. Nearly three-fourths of these are 
individual indicators, the rest are related analytical 
measures: Composite indexes, diffusion indexes, 
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important 
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which 
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters 
but which do not conform well enough to business 
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a 
few exceptions: Four series which are included in 
part I are also shown in part II to complete the 
systematic presentation of certain sets of data, 
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest 
section of part II consists of quarterly series from 
the national income and product accounts; other 
sections relate to prices, labor force, government 
and defense-related activities, and international 
transactions and comparisons. 

The two parts are further divided into sections 
(see table of contents), and each of these sections 
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are 
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts 
begin with 1959, but those for the composite 
indexes and their components (part I, section A) 
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel 
format which covers only the period since 1972. 
Except for section F in part II, charts contain 
shading which indicates periods of recession in 
general business activity. The tables contain data 
for only the last few years. The historical data for 
the various time series are contained in the 1984 
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators. 

In addition to the charts and tables described 
above, each issue contains a summary table which 
shows the current behavior of many of the series. 
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors, 
measures of variability, specific cycle turning 
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other 
information of analytical interest. An index appears 
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that 
the series numbers used are for identification 
purposes only and do not reflect precise 
relationships or order. However, all series 
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in 
the range 1 to 199. 

Seasonal Adjustments 

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations 
are often necessary to bring out the underlying 
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for 
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations 
resulting primarily from normal differences in 
weather conditions and from various institutional 
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays 
are usually accounted for by the seasonal 
adjustment process; however, a separate holiday 

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays 
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional 
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series 
which contain considerable variation due to the 
number of working or trading days in each month. 
As used in this report, the term "seasonal 
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday 
adjustments where they have been made. 

Most of the series in this report are presented in 
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these 
are the official figures released by the source 
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this 
report, a number of series not ordinarily published 
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a 
seasonally adjusted basis. 

MCD Moving Averages 

Month-to-month changes in a series are often 
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for 
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe cyclical 
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.) 
It is the smallest span of months for which the 
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than 
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a 
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1 
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic. 
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of 
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the 
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a 
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5 
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly 
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an 
MCD of 1. 

The charts in this report generally include 
centered MCD moving averages for those series 
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally 
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their 
variation about the moving averages and to provide 
observations for the most recent months. 

Reference Turning Dates 

The historical business cycle turning dates used 
in this report are those designated by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They 
mark the approximate dates when, according to 
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its 
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general 
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor 
the shading for recessions will be entered on the 
charts until after both the new reference peak and 
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area 
have been designated. 

The historical reference turning dates are subject 
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed 
as a result of revisions in important economic 
time series. The dates shown in this publication 
for the 1948-70 time period are those determined 
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated 
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980, and 
1981-82. 

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS 

Business cycles have been defined as sequences 
of expansion and contraction in various economic 
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity—that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment, 
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive, 
business cycles of historical experience have been 
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in 
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in 
economic systems, conditions, policies, and 
outside disturbances. 

One of the techniques developed in business 
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is 
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach 
identifies certain economic time series as tending 
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad 
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such 
indicators have been selected and analyzed by 
NBER in a series of studies published between 
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new 
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was 
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research 
staff. The present format and content of part I of 
BCD are based on the results of that study. 

Section A. Composite Indexes and 
Their Components 

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic 
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of 
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs, 
conformity to business expansions and 
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability 
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme 
was developed and used to assess each series by all 
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and 
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting 
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series 
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced 
a new list of indicators classified by economic 
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks 
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below 
relating to section B.) 

This information, particularly the scores relating 
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the 
selection of series to be included in the composite 
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring 
series from many different economic-process 
groups and combine those with similar timing 
behavior, using their overall performance scores as 
weights. Because they use series of historically 
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics 
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs), 
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum 
of duplication, composite indexes give more 
reliable signals over time than do any of the 
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the 
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing 
A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks 

x v Economic 
eProcess 

Cyclical N. 
Timing N y 

1. 
E M P L O Y M E N T 
A N D 
UNEMPLOY-
MENT 
(18 series) 

II. 
P R O D U C T I O N 
A N D 
INCOME 
(10 series) 

III. 
CONSUMPTION, 
T R A D E , 
O R D E R S , A N D 
D E L I V E R I E S 
(13 series) 

IV. 
F I X E D 
C A P I T A L 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(18 series) 

V. 
I N V E N T O R I E S 
A N D 
I N V E N T O R Y 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(9 series) 

VI . 
PRICES , COSTS, 
A N D P R O F I T S 
(17 series) 

VI I . 
MONEY 
A N D C R E D I T 
(2i> series) 

L E A D I N G (L) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(62 series) 

Marginal 
employment 
adjustments 
(6 series) 

Job vacancies 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
employment 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
unemployment 
(3 series) 

Capacity 
utilization 
(2 series) 

New and 
unfilled orders 
tind deliveries 
(6 series) 

Consumption 
(2 series) 

Formation of 
business 
enterprises 
(2 series) 

Business 
investment 
commitments 
(5 series) 

Residential 
construction 
(3 series) 

Inventory 
Investment 
(4 series) 

Inventories on 
hand and on 
order 
(1 series) 

Stock prices 
(1 series) 

Commodity 
prices 
(1 series) 

Profits and 
profit 
margins 
(7 series) 

Cash flows 
(2 series) 

Money flows 
(3 series) 

Real monay 
supply 
(2 series) 

Credit flows 
(4 series) 

Credit 
difficulties 
(2 series) 

Bank reserves 
(2 aeries) 

1nterest rates 
(1 series) 

R O U G H L Y 
COINCI DENT(C) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(23 stirles) 

Comprehensive 
employment 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
output and 
real Income 
(4 series) 

1 ndustrlal 
production 
(4 series) 

Consumption 
and trade 
(4 series) 

Backlog of 
Investment 
commitments 
(1 series) 

Business 
Investment 
expenditures 
(5 series) 

Velocity of 
money 
(2 series) 

Interest rates 
(2 series) 

L A G G I N G (L9) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(18 series) 

Duration of 
unemployment 
(2 series) 

Business 
Investment 
expenditures 
(1 series) 

Inventories on 
hand and on 
order 
(4 series) 

Unit labor costs 
and labor snare 
(4 series) 

Interest rates 
(4 serial) 

Outstanding 
debt 
(3 series) 

T IMING 
U N C L A S S I F I E D 

|8 series) 

Comprehensive 
employment 
(3 series) 

Trade 
(1 series) 

Business 
investment 
commitments 
(1 series) 

Commodity 
prices 
(1 series) 

Profit share 
(1 series) 

Interest rates 
(1 series) 

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs 

Economic 
\ P r o c e s s 

Cyclical 
Timing \ 

E M P L O Y M E N T 
A N D 
UNEMPLOY-
MENT 
<18 series) 

II. 
P R O D U C T I O N 
A N D 
INCOME 
(10 series) 

III. 
CONSUMPTION, 
T R A D E , 
O R D E R S , A N D 
D E L I V E R I E S 
(13 series) 

IV. 
F I X E D 
C A P I T A L 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(18 series) 

v . 
I N V E N T O R I E S 
A N D 
I N V E N T O R Y 
I N V E S T M E N T 
(9 series) 

VI. 
P R I C E S , COSTS, 
A N D P R O F I T S 
(17 series) 

VI I . 
MONEY 
A N D C R E D I T 
(26 series) 

L E A D I N G (L) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(47 series) 

Marginal 
employment 
adjustments 
(3 series) 

Industrial 
production 
( l series) 

New and unfilled 
orders and 
deliveries 
(5 series) 

Consumption 
and trade 
(4 series) 

Formation of 
business 
enterprises 
(2 series) 

Business 
Investment 
commitments 
(4 series) 

Residential 
construction 
(3 series) 

Inventory 
Investment 
(4 series) 

Stock prices 
(1 series) 

Commodity 
prices 
(2 series) 

Profits and 
profit margins 
(6 series) 

Cash flows 
(2 series) 

Money flows 
(2 series) 

Real money 
supply 
(2 series) 

Credit flows 
(4 series) 

Credit 
difficulties 
(2 series) 

R O U G H L Y 
COINCI DENT(C) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(23 series) 

Marginal 
employment 
adjustments 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
employment 
(4 series) 

Comprehensive 
output and 
real income 
(4 series) 

Industrial 
production 
(3 series) 

Capacity 
utilization 
(2 series) 

Consumption 
and trade 
(3 series) 

Business 
Investment 
commitments 
(1 series) 

Profits 
(2 series) 

Money flow 
(1 series) 

Velocity of 
money 
(1 series) 

L A G G I N G (Lg) 
I N D I C A T O R S 
(40 series) 

Marginal 
employment 
adjustments 
(1 series) 

Job vacancies 
(2 series) 

Comprehensive 
employment 
(1 series) 

Comprehensive 
and duration 
of 
unemployment 
(5 series) 

Unfilled orders 
(1 series) 

Business 
Investment 
commitments 
(2 series) 

Business 
Investment 
expenditures 
(6 series) 

Inventories on 
hand and on 
order 
(S series) 

Unit labor costs 
and labor share 
(4 series) 

Velocity of 
money 
(1 series) 

Bank reserves 
(1 series) 

Interest rates 
(8 series) 

Outstanding debt 
(3 series) 

T IMING 
U N C L A S S I F I E D 
<U) 
(1 series) 

Bank reserves 
(1 series) 
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independent measurement error and other "noise" 
in the included series are smoothed out in the 
index as a whole. The indexes include only monthly 
series that are acceptable in terms of relatively 
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy. 

The main composite indexes are distinguished by 
their cyclical timing. Thus, there is an index of 
leading indicators, series which historically reached 
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the 
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an 
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting 
of series which historically reached their turning 
points at about the same time as the general 
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which 
includes series that typically reached their peaks 
and troughs later than the corresponding business 
cycle turns. 

The leading index contains series with long as 
well as short leads, but each series leads on the 
average over time and shows a frequency of leads 
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable 
to chance, given the historical distribution of 
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to 
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948, 
leads were generally more frequent and longer at 
peaks than at troughs of business cycles, while lags 
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs 
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and 
classifying the indicators takes into account these 
wel l -establ ished di f ferences in t iming. 
Consequently, rough coincidences include short 
leads ( - ) and lags ( + ) as well as exact 
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is 
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through 
+ 3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and 
plus denotes lags in months.) 

For purposes of constructing a composite index, 
each component series is standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are 
divided by the long-run average (without regard to 
sign) of those changes. Thus, the more volatile 
series are prevented from dominating the index. 
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948) equals the average of the 
trends of its four components. This trend, which is 
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be 
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular 
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate 
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both 
their trends and their average month-to-month 
percent changes (without regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index. 
(For a more detailed description of the method of 
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1984 
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.) 

In addition to these principal composite indexes, 
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there 
are five indexes based on leading indicators which 
have been grouped by economic process. Taken 
together, these additional indexes include all 12 
component series of the overall leading index, plus 
a few related series. Also shown in this section is 
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident 

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a 
series known to have a useful pattern of early 
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of 
the composite indexes show the length, in months, 
of leads ( - ) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference 
turning dates covered. 

The next set of data consists of series included 
in the principal composite indexes. These are the 
12 components of the leading index, the 4 
components of the coincident index, and the 6 
components of the lagging index. Following the title 
of each series, its typical timing is identified by 
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of 
these letters refers to the timing of the given 
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its 
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to 
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs 
combined. "L" denotes a tendency to lead, "C" a 
tendency to roughly coincide with the business 
cycle turns (as represented by the N6ER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency 
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the 
consistency of their timing at both peaks and 
troughs, all components of the leading index are 
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident 
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging 
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that 
these classifications are based on limited evidence, 
namely the performance of the indicators during 
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which 
included five peaks and five troughs. While the 
timing classifications are expected to agree with 
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will 
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance. 
The timing of the series in the period since 1970 
can be determined by inspection of the charts, 
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and 
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of 
the NBER reference cycle chronology. 

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process 

This section covers 111 individual time series, 
including the 22 indicators used in the 
construction of the composite indexes. The peak 
and trough timing classifications are shown on the 
charts in the same manner as described above, but 
this section includes series with different timing at 
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the 
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified 
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic 
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series 
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at 
turning points of the given type. Eight series are 
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19 
series at all turns (of the 19,15 have definite but 
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series 
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs 
is included in the list of cyclical indicators. 

The classification scheme which groups the 
indicators of this section by economic process and 
cyclical timing is summarized in the two 
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is 
based on the observed behavior of the series at five 
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53, 

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business 
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58, 
February '61, and November '70). Each tabulation 
distinguishes seven major economic processes and 
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells 
identify subgroups of the given economic process 
with the given timing characteristic. The number of 
series in each such group is given in parentheses 
following the title. Complete information on how 
individual indicators are classified by timing at 
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected 
measures and scores, is provided in the 1984 
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators. 

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change 

Many series in this report are aggregates 
compiled from numerous components. How the 
individual components of an aggregate move over a 
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index 
which indicates the percentage of components that 
are rising (with half of the unchanged components 
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these 
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the 
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes 
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes 
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter) 
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans. 
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes 
are shown for the component series included in 
each of the three composite indexes and for the 
components of some of the aggregate series shown 
in section B. 

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from 
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations 
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of 
business executives about their plans and 
expectations for several operating variables are 
presented, along with the corresponding indexes 
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion 
series. 

This section also records rates of change for the 
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and 
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate 
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars 
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours 
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal 
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of 
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for 
1-quarter spans. 

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in 
rates of change for the same aggregates are 
generally positively correlated, these two measures 
present information about two related but distinct 
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes 
measure the prevailing direction or scope of 
change, while rates of change measure the degree 
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for 
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates 
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding 
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead 
at the business cycle turns as well. 
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC 
MEASURES 

This part is divided into six sections which cover 
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series 
measuring various aspects of economic activity. 
Some of these series are very comprehensive, 
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others 
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and 
still others relate to U.S. international transactions 
or to selected foreign countries. The represented 
variables include incomes, outputs, and 
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity; 
labor resources; government receipts, 
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few 
key foreign countries. 

Section A. National Income and Product 

The national income and product accounts, 
compiled by BF.A, summarize both receipts and 
final expenditures for the personal, business, 
foreign, and government sectors of the economy. 

Section Al shows the gross national product, 
final sales, and personal and disposable personal 
income. The four major components of the gross 
national product—personal consumption 
expenditures, gross private domestic investment, 
government purchases of goods and services, and 
net exports of goods and services—are presented in 
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in 
section A are presented in current as well as 
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita 
series. The national income and product accounts, 
briefly defined below, are described more fully in 
the Survey of Current Business, Part I, 
January 1976. 

Gross national product (GNP) is the market 
value of final goods and services produced by the 
labor and property supplied by residents of the 
United States, before deduction of allowances for 
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the 
most comprehensive measure of aggregate 
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in 
business inventories. 

Personal income is the income received by 
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated 
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust 
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from 
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary 
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors' 
income, rental income of persons, dividends, 
personal interest income, and transfer payments, 
less personal contributions for social insurance. 

Disposable personal income is the personal 
income available for spending or saving. It consists 
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax 
payments to government. 

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is 
goods and services purchased by individuals, 
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and 
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings, 
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded. 

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed 
capital goods purchased by private business and 
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change 
in the physical volume of inventories held by 
private business. The former include all private 
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for 
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used 
goods are also included. 

Government purchases of goods and services 
(A4) is the compensation of government employees 
and purchases from business and from abroad. It 
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by 
government, and subsidies. It includes gross 
investment by government enterprises but excludes 
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of 
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of 
land and financial assets. 

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports 
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part 
of the national production; imports are not, but are 
included in the components of GNP and are 
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S. 
international transactions is provided in section E. 

National income (A6) is the incomes that 
originate in the production of goods and services 
attributable to labor and property supplied by 
residents of the United States. Thus, it measures 
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of 
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of 
persons, corporate profits, and net interest. 

Saving (A7) is the difference between income 
and expenditures during an accounting period. 
Total gross saving includes personal saving, 
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate 
profits and capital consumption allowances), and 
government surplus or deficit. 

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The 
major expenditure components of GNP 
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as 
percentages of GNP, and the major income 
components of national income (compensation of 
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as 
percentages of national income. 

Section B. Prices, Wages, and Productivity 

The important data on price movements include 
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes 
and their major components. Based largely on 
these series are the quarterly price indexes from 
the national income and product accounts, notably 
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights 
reflecting the changing proportions of different 
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are 
presented for the period since 1972. 

The group of series on wages and productivity 
consists of data on average hourly earnings and 
average hourly compensation (including earnings 
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars, 
output per hour of work in the business sector, and 
rates of change for most of these measures. 

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and 
Unemployment 

This section contains measures of the civilian 
labor force and its major components: Total 
numbers of employed and unemployed persons. 
The number of unemployed is subdivided into 
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class 
of worker. Also included are data on participation 
rates for a few principal segments of the labor 
force. 

Section 0. Government Activities 

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels: 
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local 
government. Also shown is a selection of series 
from the discontinued Defense Indicators. 
These series measure defense activities which 
influence short-term changes in the national 
economy. Included are series relating to 
obligations, contracts, orders, production, 
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment. 
These series are grouped according to the time at 
which the activities they measure occur in the 
defense order-production-delivery process. Series 
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders, 
are classified as "advance measures of defense 
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to 
coincide with production, such as employment, and 
activities which usually follow production, such as 
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final 
measures of defense activity." 

Section E. U.S. International Transactions 

This group includes monthly series on exports 
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a 
few selected components of these aggregates. Also 
shown are the balances between receipts and 
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise, 
and investment income. 

Section F. International Comparisons 

This section is designed to facilitate a quick 
review of basic economic conditions in six of the 
nations with which we have important trade 
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has 
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial 
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for 
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European 
countries in the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the 
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide 
important measures of the rates of inflation in the 
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also 
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as 
leading indicators. 
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HOW TO READ CHARTS 

Peak (P) of cycle indicates 
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded 
area) as designated by NBER. 

Solid line indicates monthly 
data. (Data may be actual 
monthly figures or moving 
averages.) 

Broken line indicates actual 
monthly data for series where 
a moving average is plotted. 

Solid line wi th plotting points 
indicates quarterly data. 

Parallel lines indicates a break 
in continuity (data not avail-
able, extreme value, etc.). 

Solid line indicates monthly 
data over 6 - or 9-month 
spans. 

Broken line indicates monthly 
data over 1-month spans. 

Broken line wi th plotting 
points indicates quarterly 
data over 1-quarter spans. 

Solid line with plotting points 
indicates quarterly data over 
various spans. 

Diffusion indexes and rates 
of change are centered within 
the spans they cover. 

Solid line indicates percent 
changes over 3- or 6-month 
spans. 

Broken line indicates percent 
changes over 1-month spans. 

Solid line wi th plotting points 
indicates percent changes over 
3 - o r 4-quarter spans. 

Basic Data 

Diffusion Indexes 

Rates of Change 

Trough (T) of cycle indicates 
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by N B E R . 

Arabic number indicates latest 
month for which data are 
plotted. ( " 9 " = September) 

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data. 

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter for which data 
are plotted. ( " I V " = fourth 
quarter) 

Various scales are used to 
highlight the patterns of the 
individual series. "Scale A " 
is an arithmetic scale, "scale 
L - 1 " is a logarithmic scale 
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L - 2 " is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles 
in that distance, etc. 

Arabic number indicates latest 
month for which data are 
used in computing the in-
dexes. 

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter for which data 
are used in computing the in-
dexes. 

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over 
various spans. 

Arabic number indicates latest 
month used in computing 
the changes. 

Broken line wi th plotting 
points indicates percent 
changes over 1-quarter spans. 

Roman number indicates 
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes. 

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES 

1. See A L P H A B E T I C A L I N D E X - S E R I E S F I N D I N G G U I D E at 2. See T I T L E S A N D SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of 
' the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically the report where series are listed numerically according to 

according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the series numbers wi thin each of the report's sections, 
series titles, o r -
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

This report is organized'into two major parts.
Part I, Cyclical Indicators, includes about 150 time
series which have been foiind to conform well to
broad fluctuations in comprehensive measures of
economic activity. Nearly thi-ee-fourths of these are
individual indicators, the reist are related analytical
measures: Composite indekes, diffusion indexes,
and rates of change. Part II, Other Important
Economic Measures, covers over 140 series which
are valuable to business analysts and forecasters
but which do not conform well enough to business
cycles to qualify as cyclical indicators. (There are a
few exceptions: Four series which are included in
part I are also shown in part II to complete the
systematic presentation of certain sets of data,
such as real GNP and unemployment.) The largest
section of part II consists lof quarterly series from
the national income and product accounts; other
sections relate to prices, labor force, government
and defense-related activities, and international
transactions and comparisons.

The two parts are further divided into sections
(see table of contents), arid each of these sections
is described briefly in this introduction. Data are
shown both in charts and in tables. Most charts
begin with 1959, but those for the composite
indexes and their components (part I, section A)
begin with 1948, and a few charts use a two-panel
format which covers only the period since 1972.
Except for section F inj part I I , charts contain
shading which indicates periods of recession in
general business activity. The tables contain data
for only the last few years. The historical data for
the various time series are contained in the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

In addition to the charts and tables described
above, each issue contains a summary table which
shows the current behavior of many of the series.
Appendixes present seasonal adjustment factors,
measures of variability, specific cycle turning
dates, cyclical comparison charts, and other
information of analytical interest. An index appears
at the back of each issue. It should be noted that
the series numbers used are for identification
purposes only and do not reflect precise
relationships or order. However, all series
considered as cyclical indicators are numbered in
the range 1 to 199.

Seasonal Adjustments

Adjustments for average seasonal fluctuations
are often necessary to bring out the underlying
trends of time series. Such adjustments allow for
the effects of repetitive intrayear variations
resulting primarily from normal differences in
weather conditions and from various institutional
arrangements. Variations attributable to holidays
are usually accounted for by the seasonal
adjustment process; hpwever, a separate holiday

adjustment is occasionally required for holidays
with variable dates, such as Easter. An additional
adjustment is sometimes necessary for series
which contain considerable variation due to the
number of working or trading days in each month.
As used in this report, the term "seasonal
adjustment" includes trading-day and holiday
adjustments where they have been made.

Most of the series in this report are presented in
seasonally adjusted form and, in most cases, these
are the official figures released by the source
agencies. However, for the special purposes of this
report, a number of series not ordinarily published
in seasonally adjusted form are shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

MCD Moving Averages

Month-to-month changes in a series are often
dominated by erratic movements. MCD (months for
cyclical dominance) is an estimate of the appro-
priate span over which to observe .cyclical
movements in a monthly series. (See appendix A.)
It is the smallest span of months for which the
average change in the cyclical factor is greater than
that in the irregular factor. The more erratic a
series is, the larger the MCD will be; thus, MCD is 1
for the smoothest series and 6 for the most erratic.
MCD moving averages (that is, moving averages of
the period equal to MCD) tend to have about the
same degree of smoothness for all series. Thus, a
5-term moving average of a series with an MCD of 5
will show its cyclical movements about as clearly
as the seasonally adjusted data for a series with an
MCD of 1.

The charts in this report generally include
centered MCD moving averages for those series
with an MCD greater than 4. The seasonally
adjusted data are also plotted to indicate their
variation about the moving averages and to provide
observations for the most recent months.

Reference Turning Dates

The historical business cycle turning dates used
in this report are those designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). They
mark the approximate dates when, according to
NBER, aggregate economic activity reached its
cyclical high or low levels. As a matter of general
practice, neither new reference turning dates nor
the shading for recessions will be entered on the
charts until after both the new reference peak and
the new reference trough bounding the shaded area
have been designated.

The historical reference turning dates are subject
to occasional reviews by NBER and may be changed
as a result of revisions in important economic
time series. The dates shown in this publication
for the 1948*70 time period are those determined
by a 1974 review. Since then, NBER has designated
turning points for recessions in 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82.

Part I. CYCLICAL INDICATORS

Business cycles have been defined as sequences
of expansion and contraction in various economic
processes that show up as major fluctuations in ag-
gregate economic activity-that is, in com-
prehensive measures of production, employment,
income, and trade. While recurrent and pervasive,
business cycles of historical experience have been
definitely nonperiodic and have varied greatly in
duration and intensity, reflecting changes in
economic systems, conditions, policies, and
outside disturbances.

One of the techniques developed in business
cycle research and widely used as a tool for analyz-
ing current economic conditions and prospects is
the cyclical indicators approach. This approach
identifies certain economic time series as tending
to lead, coincide with or lag behind the broad
movements in aggregate economic activity. Such
indicators have been selected and analyzed by
NBER in a series of studies published between
1938 and 1967. During the 1972-75 period, a new
comprehensive review of cyclical indicators was
carried out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) with the cooperation of the NBER research
staff. The present format and content of part I of
BCD are based on the results of that study.

Section A. Composite Indexes and
Their Components

All cyclical indicators have been evaluated ac-
cording to six major characteristics: Economic
significance, statistical adequacy, consistency of
timing at business cycle peaks and troughs,
conformity to business expansions and
contractions, smoothness, and prompt availability
(currency). A formal, detailed weighting scheme
was developed and used to assess each series by all
of the above criteria. (See articles in the May and
November 1975 issues of BCD.) The resulting
scores relate to cyclical behavior of the series
during the period 1947-70. This analysis produced
a new list of indicators classified by economic
process and typical timing at business cycle peaks
and troughs. (See tables on page 2 and text below
relating to section B.)

This information, particularly the scores relating
to consistency of timing, served as a basis for the
selection of series to be included in the composite
indexes. The indexes incorporate the best-scoring
series from many different economic-process
groups and combine those with similar timing
behavior, using their overall performance scores as
weights. Because they use series of historically
tested usefulness and given timing characteristics
(for example, leading at both peaks and troughs),
with diversified economic coverage and a minimum
of duplication, composite indexes give more
reliable signals over time than do any of the
individual indicators. Furthermore, much of the
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Cross-Classification of Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process and Cyclical Timing

A. Timing at Business Cycle Peaks

N. Economic
\Process

Cyclical x.
Timing \ ^

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(62 series)

ROUGHLY
COINCIDENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(18 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(8 series)

EMPLOYMENT
AND
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(6 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Comprehensive
unemployment
(3 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(1 series)

Duration of
unemployment
(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(3 series)

II .
PRODUCTION
AND
INCOME
(10 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income
(4 series)

Industrial
production
(4 series)

111.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and
unfilled orders
and deliveries
(6 series)

Consumption
(2 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Trade
(1 series)

IV.
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(5 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Backlog of
investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(5 series)

Business
Investment
expenditures
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

V.
INVENTORIES
AND
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(1 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(4 series)

VI.
PRICES,COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(1 series)

Profits and
profit
margins
(7 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

Commodity
prices
( l series)

Profit share
(1 series)

VII.
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(3 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Bank reserves
(2 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(2 series)

Interest rates
(2 series)

1 nterest rates
(4 series)

Outstanding
debt
(3 series)

Interest rates
(1 series)

B. Timing at Business Cycle Troughs

\ ^ Economic
\Process

Cycl lcal \
Timing N.

LEADING (L)
INDICATORS
(47 series)

r\ \J hj KZM n I** T

COINCIOENT(C)
INDICATORS
(23 series)

LAGGING (Lg)
INDICATORS
(40 series)

TIMING
UNCLASSIFIED
(U)
(1 series)

1.
EMPLOYMENT
A N D
UNEMPLOY-
MENT
(18 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(3 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments(2 series)

Comprehensive
employment
(4 series)

Marginal
employment
adjustments
(1 series)

Job vacancies
(2 series)

Comprehensiveemployment
(1 series)

Comprehensiveand duration_ f
OT

unemployment(5 series)

I I .
PRODUCTION
A N D
INCOME
(10 series)

Industrial
production
(1 series)

Comprehensive
output and
real income(4 series)

Industrial
production
(3 series)

Capacity
utilization
(2 series)

III.
CONSUMPTION,
TRADE,
ORDERS, AND
DELIVERIES
(13 series)

New and unfilled
orders and
deliveries
(5 series)

Consumption
and trade
(4 series)

Consumption
and trade
(3 series)

Unfilled orders
(1 series)

I V .
FIXED
CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
(18 series)

Formation of
business
enterprises
(2 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(4 series)

Residential
construction
(3 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(1 series)

Business
Investment
commitments
(2 series)

Business
investment
expenditures
(6 series)

V .
INVENTORIES
A N D
INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
(9 series)

Inventory
Investment
(4 series)

Inventories on
hand and on
order
(5 series)

V I .
PRICES.COSTS,
AND PROFITS
(17 series)

Stock prices
(1 series)

Commodity
prices
(2 series)

Profits and
profit margins
(6 series)

Cash flows
(2 series)

Profits
(2 series)

Unit labor costs
and labor share
(4 series)

VII .
MONEY
AND CREDIT
(26 series)

Money flows
(2 series)

Real money
supply
(2 series)

Credit flows
(4 series)

Credit
difficulties
(2 series)

Money flow
(1 series)

Velocity of
money
(1 serfes)

Velocity of
money
(1 series)

Bank reserves
(1 series)

Interest rates
(8 series)

Outstanding debt
(3 series)

Bank reserves
U series)
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independent measurement error and other "noise"
in the included series are'smoothed out in the
index as a whole. The indexejs include only monthly
series that are acceptable jin terms of relatively
prompt availability and reasonable accuracy.

The main composite indexes are distinguished by
their cyclical timing. Thus; there is an index of
leading indicators, series which historically reached
their cyclical peaks and troughs earlier than the
corresponding business cycle turns. There is an
index of roughly coincident indicators, consisting
of series which historically reached their turning
points at about the samfe time as the general
economy, and an index of lagging indicators, which
includes series that typically reached their peaks
and troughs later than the corresponding business
cycle turns.

The leading index contains series with long as
well as short leads, but each series leads on the
average over time and shows a frequency of leads
at the individual turns exceeding that attributable
to chance, given the historical distribution of
cyclical timing. (An analogous statement applies to
the components of the lagging index.) Since 1948,
leads were generally more frequent and longer at
peaks than at troughs of bbsiness cycles, while lags
were generally more frequent and longer at troughs
than at peaks. The adopted system of scoring and
classifying the indicators takes into account these
well-established differences in t iming.
Consequently, rough coincidences include short
leads (-) and lags ( + ) as well as exact
coincidences (0). (For monthly series, the range is
from -3 through + 1 at peaks and from -1 through
+3 at troughs, where minus denotes leads and
plus denotes lags in months.)

i

For purposes of constructing a composite index,
each component series is! standardized: The month-
to-month percent changes in a given series are
divided by the long-run average (without regard to
sign) of those changes, Thus, the more volatile
series are prevented from dominating the index.
The coincident index is calculated so that its long-
term trend (since 1948} equals the average of the
trends of its four components. This trend, which is
similar to that of GNP in constant dollars, can be
viewed as a linear approximation to the secular
movement (at an average growth rate) in aggregate
economic activity. The indexes of leading and lag-
ging indicators have been adjusted so that both
their trends and their average month-to-month
percent changes (withdut regard to sign) are ap-
proximately equal to those of the coincident index.
(For a more detailed description of the method of
constructing the composite indexes, see the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.)

In addition to these principal composite indexes,
differentiated according to cyclical timing, there
are five indexes based on leading indicators which
have been grouped by economic process. Taken
together, these additional indexes include all 12
component series of the overall leading index, plus
a few related series. Also shown in this section is
the ratio of the index of roughly coincident

indicators to the index of lagging indicators, a
series known to have a useful pattern of early
cyclical timing. Numbers entered on the charts of
the composite indexes show the length, in months,
of leads (-) and lags ( + ) at each of the reference
turning dates covered.

The next set of data consists of series included
in the principal composite indexes. These are the
12 components of the leading index, the 4
components of the coincident index, and the 6
components of the lagging index. Following the title
of each series, its typical timing is identified by
three letter symbols in a small box. The first of
these letters refers to the timing of the given
indicator at business cycle peaks, the second to its
timing at business cycle troughs, and the third to
its timing at all turns, i.e., at peaks and troughs
combined. "L " denotes a tendency to lead, "CM a
tendency to roughly coincide with the business
cycle turns (as represented by the NBER-
designated reference dates), and "Lg" a tendency
to lag. Since these series have been selected for the
consistency of their timing at both peaks and
troughs, all components of the leading index are
denoted "L,L,L," all components of the coincident
index "C,C,C," and all components of the lagging
index "Lg,Lg,Lg." It should be remembered that
these classifications are based on limited evidence,
namely the performance of the indicators during
the business cycles of the 1948-70 period, which
included five peaks and five troughs. While the
timing classifications are expected to agree with
the patterns prevailing in the near future, they will
not necessarily hold invariably in every instance.
The timing of the series in the period since 1970
can be determined by inspection of the charts,
where the recessions of 1973-75, 1980, and
1981-82 are shaded according to the dates of
the NBER reference cycle chronology.

Section B. Cyclical Indicators by Economic Process

This section covers 111 individual time series,
including the 22 indicators used in the
construction of the composite indexes. The peak
and trough timing classifications are shown on the
charts in the same manner as described above, but
this section includes series with different timing at
peaks and at troughs, as well as series where the
timing is not sufficiently consistent to be classified
as either L,C, or Lg according to the probabilistic
measures and scoring criteria adopted. Such series
are labeled U, i.e., unclassified as to timing at
turning points of the given type. Eight series are
unclassified at peaks, one series at troughs, and 19
series at all turns (of the 19, 15 have definite but
different timing at peaks and at troughs). No series
that is classified as U both at peaks and at troughs
is included in the list of cyclical indicators.

The classification scheme which groups the
indicators of this section by economic process and
cyclical timing is summarized in the two
tabulations on page 2. Cross-classification A is
based on the observed behavior of the series at five
business cycle peaks (November '48, July '53,

August '57, April '60, and December '69); cross-
classification B, on their behavior at five business
cycle troughs (October '49, May '54, April '58,
February '61, and November 70). Each tabulation
distinguishes seven major economic processes and
four types of cyclical timing. The titles in the cells
identify subgroups of the given economic process
with the given timing characteristic. The number of
series in each such group is given in parentheses
following the title. Complete information on how
individual indicators are classified by timing at
peaks, troughs, and all turns, along with selected
measures and scores, is provided in the 1984
Handbook of Cyclical Indicators.

Section C. Diffusion Indexes and Rates of Change

Many series in this report are aggregates
compiled from numerous components. How the
individual components of an aggregate move over a
given timespan is summarized by a diffusion index
which indicates the percentage of components that
are rising (with half of the unchanged components
considered rising). Cyclical changes in these
diffusion indexes tend to lead those of the
corresponding aggregates. Since diffusion indexes
are highly erratic, they are computed from changes
measured over 6- or 9-month (or 3- or 4-quarter)
spans, as well as 1-month (or 1-quarter) spans.
Longer spans help to highlight the trends underly-
ing the shorter-term fluctuations. Diffusion indexes
are shown for the component series included in
each of the three composite indexes and for the
components of some of the aggregate series shown
in section B.

Diffusion measures can be derived not only from
actual data but also from surveys of anticipations
or intentions. Indexes based on responses of
business executives about their plans and
expectations for several operating variables are
presented, along with the corresponding indexes
based on actual data, as the last set of diffusion
series.

This section also records rates of change for the
three composite indexes (leading, coincident, and
lagging) and for four indicators of aggregate
economic activity: GNP in constant dollars
(quarterly), industrial production, employee hours
in nonagricultural establishments, and personal
income less transfers in constant dollars. Rates of
change are shown for 1- and 3-month spans or for
1-quarter spans.

Although movements in diffusion indexes and in
rates of change for the same aggregates are
generally positively correlated, these two measures
present information about two related but distinct
aspects of economic change. Diffusion indexes
measure the prevailing direction or scope of
change, while rates of change measure the degree
as well as the overall direction. As is the case for
diffusion indexes, cyclical movements in the rates
of change tend to lead those of the corresponding
indexes or aggregates, and thus, they tend to lead
at the business cycle turns as well.
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Part I I . OTHER IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
MEASURES

This part is divided into six sections which cover
a wide range of quarterly and monthly time series
measuring various aspects of economic activity.
Some of these series are very comprehensive,
pertaining to the U.S. economy as a whole, others
have to do with particular sectors or markets, and
still others relate to U.S. international transactions
or to selected foreign countries. The represented
variables include incomes, outputs, and
expenditures; prices, earnings, and productivity;
labor resources; government receipts,
expenditures, and defense-related activities; ex-
ports and imports; and selected indicators for a few
key foreign countries.

Section A. National Income and Product

The national income and product accounts,
compiled by BEA, summarize both receipts and
final expenditures for the personal, business,
foreign, and government sectors of the economy.

Section Al shows the gross national product,
final sales, and personal and disposable personal
income. The four major components of the gross
national product—persona I consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases of goods and services, and
net exports of goods and services—are presented in
sections A2 through A5. Most of the series in
section A are presented in current as well as
constant dollars. There are also a few per capita
series. The national income and product accounts,
briefly defined below, are described more fully in
the Survey of Current Business, Part I,
January 1976.

Gross national product (GNP) is the market
value of final goods and services produced by the
labor and property supplied by residents of the
United States, before deduction of allowances for
the consumption of fixed capital goods. It is the
most comprehensive measure of aggregate
economic output. Final sales is GNP less change in
business inventories.

Personal income is the income received by
persons (individuals, owners of unincorporated
businesses, nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private noninsured welfare funds) from
all sources. It is the sum of wage and salary
disbursements, other labor income, proprietors'
income, rental income of persons, dividends,
personal interest income, and transfer payments,
less personal contributions for social insurance.

Disposable personal income is the personal
income available for spending or saving. It consists
of personal income less personal taxes and nontax
payments to government.

Personal consumption expenditures (A2) is
goods and services purchased by individuals,
operating expenses of nonprofit institutions, and
the value of food, fuel, clothing, rent of dwellings,
and financial services received in kind by in-
dividuals. Net purchases of used goods are also in-
cluded.

Gross private domestic investment (A3) is fixed
capital goods purchased by private business and
nonprofit institutions and the value of the change
in the physical volume of inventories held by
private business. The former include all private
purchases of dwellings, whether purchased for
tenant or owner occupancy. Net purchases of used
goods are also included.

Government purchases of goods and services
(A4) is the compensation of government employees
and purchases from business and from abroad. It
excludes transfer payments, interest paid by
government, and subsidies. It includes gross
investment by government enterprises but excludes
their current outlays. It includes net purchases of
used goods and excludes sales and purchases of
land and financial assets.

Net exports of goods and services (A5) is exports
less imports of goods and services. Exports are part
of the national production; imports are not, but are
included in the components of GNP and are
therefore deducted. More detail on U.S.
international transactions is provided in section E.

National income (A6) is the incomes that
originate in the production of goods and services
attributable to labor and property supplied by
residents of the United States, Thus, it measures
the factor costs of the goods and services pro-
duced. It consists of the compensation of
employees, proprietors' income, rental income of
persons, corporate profits, and net interest.

Saving (A7) is the difference between income
and expenditures during an accounting period.
Total gross saving includes personal saving,
business saving (mainly undistributed corporate
profits and capital consumption allowances), and
government surplus or deficit.

Shares of GNP and national income (A8).—The
major expenditure components of GNP
(consumption, investment, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of GNP, and the major income
components of national income (compensation of
employees, corporate profits, etc.) are expressed as
percentages of national income.

Section 8. Prices, Wages, and Productivity

The important data on price movements include
the monthly consumer and producer price indexes
and their major components. Based largely on
these series are the quarterly price indexes from
the national income and product accounts, notably
the GNP implicit price deflator (with weights
reflecting the changing proportions of different
expenditure categories in GNP) and the fixed-
weighted price index for the gross business prod-
uct. Data on both levels and percent changes are
presented for the period since 1972.

The group of series on wages and productivity
consists of data on average hourly earnings and
average hourly compensation (including earnings
and other benefits) in current and constant dollars,
output per hour of work in the business sector, and
rates of change for most of these measures.

Section C. Labor Force, Employment, and
Unemployment

This section contains measures of the civilian
labor force and its major components: Total
numbers of employed and unemployed persons.
The number of unemployed is subdivided into
selected categories defined by sex, age, and class
of worker. Also included are data on participation
rates for a few principal segments of the tabcr
force.

Section D. Government Activities

Receipts, expenditures, and their balance (sur-
plus or deficit) are shown quarterly on two levels;
(1) Federal Government and (2) State and local
government. Also shown is a selection of series
from the discontinued Defense Indicators.
These series measure defense activities which
influence short-term changes in the national
economy. Included are series relating to
obligations, contracts, orders, production,
shipments, inventories, outlays, and employment
These series are grouped according to the time at
which the activities they measure occur in the
defense order-production-delivery process. Series
measuring activities which usually precede pro-
duction, such as contract awards and new orders,
are classified as "advance measures of defense
activity." Series measuring activities which tend to
coincide with production, such as employment, and
activities which usually follow production, such as
shipments, are classified as "intermediate and final
measures of defense activity."

Section E. U.S. International Transactions

This group includes monthly series on exports
(excluding military aid) and general imports, plus a
few selected components of these aggregates. Also
shown are the balances between receipts and
expenditures for goods and services, merchandise,
and investment income.

Section F. International Comparisons

This section is designed to facilitate a quick
review of basic economic conditions in six of the
nations with which we have important trade
relationships. The U.S. business cycle shading has
been omitted from these charts. Data on industrial
production, consumer prices, and stock prices for
Canada, the United Kingdom, France, West Ger-
many, Japan, and Italy are compared with the cor-
responding U.S. series. Also included is an in-
dustrial production index for the European
countries in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The in-
dustrial production series provide cyclically sen-
sitive output measures for large parts of the
economies covered. Changes in consumer price in-
dexes (plotted for the period since 1972) provide
important measures of the rates of inflation in the
major industrialized countries. Stock prices (also
shown beginning in 1972) tend to be significant as
leading indicators.
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HOW TO REAP CHARTS

Peak (P) of cycle indicates
end of expansion and begin-
ning of recession (shaded
area) as designated by NBER.

Solid line indicates monthly
data. (Data may be actual
monthly figures orj moving
averages.)

Broken line indicates actual
monthly data for series where
a moving average is plotted.

i

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data.

Parallel lines indicates a break
in continuity (datamot avail-
able, extreme value, etc.).

Solid line indicate? monthly
data over 6- or. 9-month
spans.

Broken line indicates monthly
data over 1-month spans.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates i quarterly
data over 1-quarter spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates quarterly data over
various spans.

Diffusion indexes! and rates
of change are centered within
the spans they covfer.

Solid line indicates percent
changes over 3- or 6-month
spans.

Broken line indicates percent
changes over 1-rnonth spans.

Solid line with plotting points
indicates percent changes over
3- or 4-quarter spans.

Basic Data

Diffusion Indexes

Rates of Change

* i & ( u ^ ^ [IT 5

ISn

Trough (T) of cycle indicates
end of recession and begin-
ning of expansion as desig-
nated by NBER.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
plotted, ("9" = September)

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated data.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are plotted. ("IV" = fourth
quarter)

Various scales are used to
highlight the patterns of the
individual series. "Scale A "
is an arithmetic scale, "scale
L-1" is a logarithmic scale
with 1 cycle in a given dis-
tance, "scale L-2" is a log-
arithmic scale with two cycles
in that distance, etc.

Arabic number indicates latest
month for which data are
used in computing the in-
dexes.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter for which data
are used in computing the in-
dexes.

Dotted line indicates antici-
pated quarterly data over
various spans.

Arabic number indicates latest
month used in computing
the changes.

Broken line with plotting
points indicates percent
changes over 1-quarter spans.

Roman number indicates
latest quarter used in com-
puting the changes.

HOW TO LOCATE A SERIES

1. See ALPHABETICAL INDEX-SERIES FINDING GUIDE at
the back of the report where series are arranged alphabetically
according to subject matter and key words and phrases of the
series titles, o r -

2. See TITLES AND SOURCES OF SERIES at the back of
the report where series are listed numerically according to
series numbers within each of the report's sections.
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